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ABSTRACT
Cell migration plays an essential role in many of physiological and pathological processes,
including morphogenesis, inflammation, wound healing, and tumor metastasis. It is a complex
process that involves multi-scale interactions between the cell and the extracellular matrix (ECM).
Cells migrate through stromal ECM with native and cell-derived curvature at micron-meter scale
are context-specific. How does the curvature of ECM mechanically change cell morphology and
motility? Can the diverse migration behaviors from genetically identical cells be predictively using
cell migrating data? We address these questions using an integrated computational and
experimental approach: we developed three-dimensional biomechanical cell model and measured
and analyzed a large number of cell migration images over time. Our findings suggest that 1.

substrate curvature determines cell shape through contact and regulating protrusion dynamics; 2.
effective cell migration is characterized with long cellular persistence time, low speed variation,
spatial-temporally coordinated protrusion and contraction; 3. the cell shape variation space is low
dimensional; and 4. migration behavior can be determined by a single image projected in the low
dimensional cell shape variation space.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION1

Background

Cell migration plays an essential role in many of physiological and pathological processes,
including morphogenesis, inflammation, wound healing, and tumor metastasis. It is a complex
process that involves multi-scale interactions between the cell and the extracellular matrix (ECM).
Migration of single cells is a process that has been studied extensively using micro-patterned
substrate over the past years. Cells show context-specific manner when migrating through stromal
ECM with native and cell-derived curvature at micron-meter scale. How curvature of ECM
mechanically enforces changes to cell morphology and motility still unclear. Much is less known
about how the natural phenotypic variability in migration behavior arises from cell shape. Many
fundamental questions remain: How does curvature determine cell shape through contact? How is
the protrusion dynamics regulated by substrate curvature? How do cells maintain migration
persistence without extrinsic guidance? How can the discrepancies in migration behavior be
predictively identified using cell migrating data?
1.2

Cell-ECM interactions in tumor invasion
The cancer cells obtain their invasion potential not only by genetic mutations, but also by

changing their cellular biophysical and biomechanical features and adapting to the surrounding
microenvironments. The extracellular matrix as a crucial component of the tumor
microenvironment provides the mechanical support for the tissue, mediates the cell-
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microenvironment interactions, and plays a key role in cancer cell invasion. While the
biomechanics of the extracellular matrix, particularly collagen, have been extensively studied in
the biomechanics community, and cell migration has enjoyed much attention from both the
experimental and modeling efforts, the detailed mechanistic understanding of tumor cell-ECM
interactions, especially during cancer invasion, has been unclear. This chapter reviews the recent
advances in the study of how cancer cells interact and migrate through ECM microfiber
environments.
The tumor microenvironment is created by proliferating tumor cells and dominated by
tumor-induced interactions (2). It has been well accepted that the tumor microenvironment plays
a significant role in disease progression, but the precise function of each constituent remains
unclear. The tissue microenvironment of developing tumor can be broken down into three
categories: the biological, the chemical, and the biophysical/biomechanical. The biological
environment is comprised of the cellular constituents that surround the malignant cancer cells. A
variety of infiltrating immune cells (2), cancer-associated fibroblasts (3), and angiogenic
endothelial cells (4) perform critical functions in sustaining cell proliferation, evading growth
suppressors, promoting survival, activating invasion and metastasis, as well as reprogramming
energy metabolism. The chemical environment refers to the abnormal distribution of oxygen,
nutrients, wastes, cytokines, as well as many growth factors and inhibitors. For example, excess
growth of the tumor cells leads to the hypoxic environment (5), elevated oxidative stress (6), and
consequently the accumulation of lactic acid due to anaerobic metabolism (7), and up-regulation
growth factors production (e.g., VEGF). The biophysical and biomechanical aspect is both the
physical and geometrical constrains on the tumor from the tissue structure, and the mechanical
interactions between the tumor and surrounding environment, most importantly the extracellular
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matrix (ECM). This category of the microenvironment has only recently begun to receive an
increasing level of attention, including the hydrostatic stress from interstitial fluid (8), substrate
topography (9-11), and the biomechanics of the extracellular matrix (12).
It has been appreciated for some time that the extracellular matrix (ECM) plays an
important role in all stages of cancer development. In breast cancer, for example, dense breast
tissue on mammography, which is associated with increased collagen content, has been shown to
increase the risk of breast cancer by up to 5-fold in women with more than 75% dense regions
compared to women with less than 5% density (13, 14). Breast density is also common, heritable,
and has been postulated to account for up to 1/3 of breast cancers (14). In mouse models of breast
cancer, it has been shown that increasing either the density or crosslinking of collagen promotes
invasiveness and to a lesser extent the formation of breast cancer (15-17), confirming the critical
role of extracellular matrix (ECM) in promoting tumor progression.
Moving beyond correlative data and understanding the underlying mechanisms is difficult
using traditional experimentation alone, since ECM affects many aspects of both host and tumor
cell behavior, including migration, differentiation, invasion, and proliferation. Furthermore, the
properties of ECM itself are also complex, with diverse topographies and mechanical properties
possibly depending on the density, alignment, polymerization, and crosslinking. Because tumor
invasion and growth are emergent outcomes of the complex interactions between cells and ECM,
computational and mathematical models are becoming necessary tools to help to dissect this
complexity. In this chapter, we will review the recent advancement in the understanding of how
cell-ECM interactions help to regulate cancer invasion, focusing on the biomechanical effects.
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1.2.1 ECM in cancer invasion
The ECM, a fibrous macromolecular network outside cells, plays a crucial role in tissue
environments, providing mechanical structures (18) as well as promoting cell phenotype
change(19). Through direct or indirect means, the ECM regulates almost all cellular behavior and
is indispensable for major developmental processes (20). Recent experimental evidence has
suggested that cancer cells during invasion interact with ECM fibers, condensing (21), remodeling
(21), and aligning (22) fibers. Using in vitro mouse breast cancer models, Provenzano and
coworkers discovered three tumor-associated collagen signatures (TACS): TACS-1 with dense
collagen near the tumor, TACS-2 with stretched collagen fibers encasing the tumor, and TACS-3
with aligned collagen fibers normal to the tumor boundary. Despite that the mechanisms are still
unclear, it has been well accepted that breast tumors are associated with dense breast tissue, notably
dense collagen (22). At the early stage of cancer, collagen fibers condense near the tumor,
interacted with growing cancer cells (Figure 1-1 A). As cancer progresses, cancer cells invade
outward. Migrating cells supposedly pull on the surrounding ECM fibers, producing stretched
fibers, but the mechanism for the aligned fibers normal to the tumor boundary is still unclear
(Figure 1-1 B) (22). A recent review summarizes remodeled ECM as anomalies that deregulate
behavior of stromal cells, facilitate tumor angiogenesis and inflammation, and lead to a
tumorigenic microenvironment(23).
The remodeling of collagen fibers by invasive cancer cells has also been observed in vitro,
where collagen fibers condense near single glioblastoma cells (Figure 1-1 C) and aligned fiber
tracks appear between multiple migrating glioblastoma cells (Figure 1-1 D) (21) . Cancer invasion
in vivo is more complicated. Using intravital microscopy, Alexander et al. (24) observed
melanoma cell invading into the mouse dermis. They suggested that heterogeneous connective
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tissue, in particular the porous 3D ECM network, provides a guidance or track for invasive cancer
cells (Figure 1-1 E). They also observed that, in addition to individual migrating cells, cancer cells
often invade collectively as a multicellular unit with cell-cell junctions retained (25), suggesting
that the leader cell searches for a pore space in the ECM fiber network and squeezes itself through
the space, whereas the following cells collectively invade using the track (Figure 1-1 F) (24).
Both in vitro and in vivo evidence showed substantial ECM remodeling associated with
proliferating and invading cancer cells. However, because of the complexity of the
microenvironment, many other factors could potentially contribute to the ECM remodeling,
including tumor associated fibroblasts (3) that can produce or degrade the ECM. In order to
understand how mechanical cell-ECM interactions contribution to the remodeling, theoretical and
computational models have been developed to further investigate the mechanical properties of
ECM fibers and the interaction with cells. A two-dimensional (2D) discrete fiber network model
using finite element method simulated ECM fiber remodeling by contractile force from a single
cell and between two cells (26). Anisotropic contractile forces produce ECM fiber patterns (Figure
1-2 A and B) resembling the experimental observations (26). More recently, a three-dimensional
(3D) elastic fiber network model using a bead-and-spring fiber representation with elastic
crosslinking simulated tensile and shear tests for random and aligned fiber networks (12) (Figure
1-2 C and D). Their simulations show that aligned fiber network structure is stiffer than the random
network, while both structures showed nonlinear strain-stiffening. The stress-strain curve of a
random fiber network illustrates how the matrix responds to external strain. Upon small strain, the
network first responds like a fluid with minimal stress. As the external strain increases, the stress
increases slowly until the strain reaches about 10%, when the fibers start to align. Between 10%
and 30% strain, the stress of the fiber network increases linearly, indicating that the network
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behaves like an elastic material. At 30% strain, the fiber alignment reaches 70% (27), after which
the fibers will be stretched to show a much stiffer bulk response. The residual stress distributions,
depicted as force vectors, after a shear test and a local displacement showed the nonaffine
deformation of the network, and the accumulation of stress at the boundary of displacement (Figure
1-2 E and F). Feng et al. (28) explored the role of fiber alignment in a fiber network using a Landautype theory for the nonlinear elasticity with the order parameter taking into account the kinematic
order of fibers. Comparing theory and simulation of a disordered lattice model, they concluded
that the nonlinear elastic behavior of biopolymer gels arises from strain-induced fiber alignment,
suggesting that it explains contact guidance of cell motility.
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Figure 1-1 The ECM in cancer invasion.
Multiphoton microscopy images of mouse breast tumor: (A) dense collagen, and (B) aligned
collagen fibers (from (22)). Yellow outline in (A) is a tumor boundary. Single (C) and multiple
(D) U87 glioblastoma cells modified collagen fiber structures 10 hours after gel polymerization
(from (21)), cell nuclei are green, and collagen fibers are red. Multiphoton intravital microscopy
images of a tip cell of invasion into a mouse dermis (E) and the multicellular core (F) (from (24)
with permission).

Figure 1-2 Computational models of ECM.
A two-dimensional ECM fiber model showing configurations upon anisotropic contraction from
(A) a single cell and (B) two cells (from (26) with permission). A three-dimensional elastic beadspring fiber network model for random (C), and pre-aligned structure (D). Black lines are fibers,
and red lines are crosslinkers. The residual stress distribution for a random fiber network upon a
shear strain (E) and a local box displacement at the center of the fiber network, mimicking a local
deformation imposed by a migrating cell (F) (from (12) with permission).
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1.3

Cell-ECM Interactions
Regulation of cell motility and invasiveness in ECM is complex. On the one hand,

deposition of fibrillar collagen appears to promote tumor cell motility by providing onedimensional or two-dimensional “tracks” for cell movement (29, 30). Further crosslinking of
collagen fibrils by enzymes such as lysyl oxidase may increase the alignment and rigidity of those
tracks, promoting cell invasiveness (15, 31). Conversely, increasing collagen density may also
inhibit cell migration and require proteolytic activity to allow tumor cell migration (32, 33). On
the other hand, cellular machinery that recognizes not only the biochemical diversity of the ECM,
but also its physical and topographical characteristics, such as rigidity, dimensionality and ligand
spacing is critical for the response of cells to ECM.
It has been increasing clear that the cellular response to environmental signaling goes far
beyond the ability of chemically sensing specific ECM ligands encompassing a wide range of
physical cues and the adhesive interface (34). More attempts on understanding cell migration
during tumor invasion are focusing on the interplay of multiscale mechanotransduction, which is
comprised of how the cell sense and react to internally generated and externally applied signals
(35). Current understanding of the biomechanics of cell-matrix interactions is based primarily on
in vitro studies of the cell leading edge of migration, which includes focal adhesion, membrane
remodeling, and the intra-cellular cytoskeletal activities, including actin protrusion and
actomyosin contraction, cell motility signaling pathway. All these elements need to work in
concert to regulate cell migration speed, directionality, and cell migration plasticity. We discuss
these elements of cell motility below.
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1.3.1 Focal adhesion
Focal adhesions are integrin-based structures that mediate strong cell-substrate adhesion
and transmit information between extracellular matrix and the cytoplasm (36, 37). During the
formation of focal adhesion, a subset of adhesion components with actin nucleates the nascent
adhesion, which is stabilized by its association with integrin to from stable focal adhesion assembly
(38-40). Increasing the strength and longevity of integrin binding and integrin clustering are crucial
steps in this adhesion process. Active integrin complexes promote recruitment of cytoskeletal
components, activate signaling molecules, and enhance adhesive force (41). In particular, integrin
activation regulates microtubule dynamics and helps to stabilize microtubules at the cell cortex
(42). Integrins connect the ECM to the cytoskeleton and provide cells with mechanical anchorages
and signaling platforms. At the molecular level, force-induced strengthening of cell adhesion (4345) has been explained in terms of recruitment of integrins and cytoskeletal proteins (46) and/or
ligand-integrin catch bonds (47). Furthermore, cyclic mechanical reinforcement (48) is found to
be a more effective regulatory mechanism than the catch bond, as it prolongs the bond lifetime for
fibronectin and integrin-α5β1 (49). While the short-lived integrin-ligand bonds may allow the cell
to rapidly explore its environment, the long-lived integrin-ligand bonds are critical to adhesion
maturation and downstream signaling, which takes tens of seconds to minutes (45). The
mechanically reinforced ligand-integrin bonds enable nascent adhesion to be stabilized by myosingenerated contractile forces.
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Figure 1-3 Molecular architecture of cell-ECM interactions centered around focal adhesion (from
(50) with permission).
Live-cell microscopy studies revealed four main stages in the “life cycle” of integrin
adhesions, including nascent adhesions, focal complexes, focal adhesions, and fibrillar adhesions
(51). Nascent adhesions are submicron-sized, which are barely visible by means of ordinary
fluorescence microscopy. The process of generating focal complexes is on a timescale of seconds
and involves only a small number of integrin that triggers actin polymerization (52). Measurements
of mechanical tension across vinculin, a protein that connects integrins to actin filaments, also
showed that vinculin recruitment to focal adhesions and force transmission to vinculin are
regulated separately (53). The subsequent strengthening of adhesions through myosin pulling is
believed to lead to the recruitment of additional adhesive proteins, which promotes the growth of
larger focal complexes. The growth processes depends on actomyosin-based stress fibers and also
requires the stress fibers to serve as physical contractile anchors (54). The transformation of one
form of adhesion into another is tightly regulated by the cellular signaling system; it is also
mediated by cues from ECM and intracellular structures (Figure 1-3).
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Both ECM rigidity and ligand spacing have been found to influence focal adhesion, stress
fiber assemble, cell spreading, cell migration speed, and adhesive forces (55). Adhesive area is
also found to strongly modulates the adhesion strength, integrin binding and vinculin and talin
recruitment (56). Interestingly, cells cannot integrate signals from integrin-ligand complexes
spaced more than 58 nm from each other, as demonstrated using fibronectin nano-islands within
non-adhesive background (57). The minimal area of integrin-fibronectin clusters required for
stable focal adhesion assembly and force transmission is dynamic, resulting from equilibrium
between pathways controlling adhesive force, cytoskeletal tension, and the structural linkage that
transmits these forces (41, 58).
1.3.2 Intracellular mechanical structures
The intracellular mechanical structures that play a key role in cell migration include actin
microfilaments, intermediate filaments, lamin, nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton linker,
microtubules, and cell nucleus. The latter adds to an additional layer of mechanical stability
because of its significant stiffness (59, 60) and the possibility to physically divide the cytoplasm
into forward and rear compartments (61). These structures can be altered during cancer progression
(62), e.g., cell nucleus deformation can be a function of malignancy (63, 64).
Actin microfilaments provide the largest contribution to cell body stiffness when probed at
adhesion sites (45, 65-67). They are organized into different structures, including actin bundles
and stress fibers. They stabilize cell architecture including formation of lamellipodia and filopodia,
which play important roles in cell motility (68, 69). Actin participates as an internal stabilizer and
a dynamic mechanical structure in cells for migration and mechanosensing (62). The inherent
elastic features and the myosin-mediated contractility of actin fibers (45, 65, 70) and the linkage
to ECM via focal adhesion (45, 68) together regulate cell-ECM interaction.
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As the load–bearing element that can balance other forces in the cell (70), the microtubule
network provides internal structural support while contributing to the polarization and initiation of
call migration (71, 72). The microtubules allow cell to polarize in response to ECM cues attribute
to spatial organization and participate in initiating cell migration(62). Large scale disruption of the
microtubules have dramatic mechanical consequences on cell stiffness (65). During cell migration,
the microtubule polymerization and the inhibition of the microtubule can effectively impair cell
motility (73). Focal adhesion is found to be necessary for the microtubule depolymerization and
the microtubules are also required for focal adhesion disassembly and regulation (74, 75).
Intermediate filaments are the most diverse family of cytoskeletal components that exist as
associated effectors of the cytoskeletal framework through connections with actin and the
microtubules. The overexpression of intermediate filament proteins during transformation process
is notably connected to carcinomas (76). In most epithelia cells, intermediate filaments span the
cell cortex and winds around the nucleus to form an interconnected network to provide a
continuous link between FAs, cell-cell adhesions and the nucleus through the linker of
nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton complex (77, 78).
The cell nucleus is the largest and the stiffest organelle with the ability to effect cell
migration through nucleocytoskeletal connections (62). The nucleoskeleton links directly to the
cytoplasmic cytoskeleton through the linkers that connects the lamin network in the nucleus to
actin and intermediate filaments (79). Functionally, the nucleus sustains global deformation and
changes in its sub-nuclear spatial organization when the cell is subjected to mechanical stress,
indicating that the nucleus is also a mechanosensitive element during the cell-ECM interactions.
The features of the nucleus regulate cell migration, but the exact mechanisms are not clear.
However, it has been found that the nucleus physically divided the cytoplasm into forward and
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rear pressure compartments when human fibroblasts migrate through a 3D ECM (61). This finding
suggests that the nucleus can act as a piston to increase the hydrostatic pressure between the
nucleus and the leading edge of the cell to drive lamellipodia-independent 3D cell migration.

Figure 1-4 Signaling, cytoskeletal dynamics, and cell shape.
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(A) The interaction of pushing microtubules (red arrows) with the surface tension (blue arrows) of
the plasma membrane (left) resembles the balance of gravitational pull (red arrow) and alcoholdependent surface tension (blue arrows) along the edge of a wine-covered glass (right). (B)
Activator-inhibitor system of an autocatalytically activated RTK. The high curvature at the tip of
a protrusion facilitates initial RTK activation by exposing the receptors to effectively more
extracellular volume. The faster diffusing phosphatase limits spreading of autocatalytic activation
by lateral inhibition. (C) (Left) The LEGI-BEN model: in the local excitation global inhibition
(LEGI) model, a stimulus (S) turns on excitation (E) and inhibition (I) processes that act in parallel
on a response regulator RR, which activates the biased excitable network (BEN), consisting
of autocatalytic activity (X) that activates its own inhibitor (Y). (Right) Activity of X at different
times after initial exposure to an extracellular chemotactic gradient. (from (80)). (D) Interactions
among the components of signaling pathways involved in the MAT/AMT transitions of cells in a
3D environment. The inhibition of the activity of the proteins highlighted in red was shown to
trigger amoeboid to mesenchymal transitions. Inactivation of the proteins depicted in green
induces a conversion from the mesenchymal to the amoeboid mode of invasiveness (from (81)
with permission).
Cell membrane tension together with the pressure generated by intra-cellular structures and
the focal adhesion strength are the forces that define the movement of cell membrane. The contact
angle between substrate and membrane has been found to correlate to the load on actin
polymerization and cell protrusion rate (82). This result emphasizes on the fundamental
importance of membrane configuration for cellular force balance and the subcellular scale
biophysical dynamics. In a model trying to explain the cell morphology of slide mold
Dictyostelium during its chemotactic migration, an analogy was drawn between the interaction of
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pushing microtubules with the surface tension of the plasma membrane and Marangoni effect that
generates the tear drops of wine-covered glass (Figure 1-4 A). On the other hand, the recent
biochemical understanding of reaction-diffusion inside the cell pointed to exactly the same
direction. For chemotactic cell migration, the local excitation global inhibition (LEGI) model (80)
(Figure 1-4) and its variations were proposed to explain the signaling responses of cells exposed
to step increases and continuous gradients of chemoattractant (83). The response to a stimulus is
mediated through the balance between a fast, local excitation and a slower, global inhibition
process, both of which are controlled by receptor occupancy(84-86). When stimulated by uniform
concentration of chemoattractant, the faster local excitation rises with receptor occupancy, leading
to an increase in the response. As the slower inhibition rises, the response subsides, ensuring
perfect adaptation. When in a gradient, local excitation mirrors receptor occupancy, and hence,
chemoattractant concentration gradients. The inhibition process integrates the global signal,
leading to an inhibitory signal that is equivalent to the average level of receptor occupancy in the
cell. This model has satisfactorily explained Ras, PTEN and PI3K activation during amoeboid
Dictyostelium cell migration (87). Thus far the LEGI models seem most promising in providing a
plausible mechanism for chemotactic migration, possibly applicable to more generic cell migration
as well.
Many studies of the molecular mechanisms of cell motility signaling pathways have
focused on the Rho family of small GTPases that regulate the cytoskeleton-dependent processes.
The complexity of the interactions among the Rho family of proteins, their regulators, and effectors
(Figure 1-4 D) is challenging to both experimental and mathematical studies. Integrating the cell
motility pathway to mechanotransduction network alone is difficult. Moreover, the spatial
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temporal reaction-diffusion dynamics of the signaling molecules in the cytosol and on cell
membrane are thought to be the key determinants of cell migration plasticity (81).
1.3.3 Cell migration modes
Cell migration plasticity refers to the cell’s ability to switch between different cell
migration modes. The migration modes were originally classified based on the cell morphology
alone but has since been extended to describe the multi-scale properties of cell migration, including
cell shape, cell migration speed, and organization of intracellular structures. The main categories
are individual (amoeboid and mesenchymal), and collective (as cohesive multicellular units)
migration (88). The individual cell amoeboid migration refers to the movement of round or
ellipsoid cells that lack mature focal adhesions and stress fibers (30, 81) with blebby membrane
dynamics and faster migration speed. Mesenchymal migration has a spindle-like elongated cell
shape, actin-rich filopodia and more focalized cell–matrix interactions; mesenchymal movement
resemble the migration of a fibroblast (89), which cause cell to become entangled with ECM (30).
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Figure 1-5 Cell shape and membrane dynamics during migration.
(A) Kymographs of an HT1080 cell on tissue culture-treated dishes showing membrane protrusion
dynamics (From (90) with permission). (B) Phase contrast images of keratocytes crawling at low
(left), intermediate (center), and high (right) adhesion strengths (from (91) with permission). (C)
Simulations of membrane dynamics for keratocyte migration: membrane flow, velocity and
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tension (from (92) with permission). (D) Steady-state maps of actin flow and substrate stress for
keratocyte migration (from (93) with permission).
Individual cell migration modes differ depending on cell type, developmental stage, local
environment, and disease state (94). Cell migration mode can be dynamically changed by the
strength of adhesion, physical confinement (e.g., squeezed between two surfaces), contractility,
and chemical cues (95, 96). With low adhesion and strong confinement, slow mesenchymal cells
can switch to fast amoeboid migration, suggesting that no specific genetic alteration is necessary
for tumor cells to escape primary tumors (97). In vitro evidence shows that the intrinsic fluctuation
in cortical contraction is sufficient to trigger the switch from embryonic progenitor cells to
prototypic amoeboid migration mode in confined 3D ECM(95). Cancer cell migration persistence
and local membrane protrusion persistence have been measured in vitro (90) (Figure 1-5 A).
However, because of the lack of local measurements of ECM dynamics concurrently, cellular and
subcellular imaging has not contributed to quantitative understanding of the cell-ECM interaction.
Recent advances in combination of live-cell imaging, molecular manipulation and force
measurement have revealed multiscale cell migration details with extraordinary precision that
allowed for mechanistic mathematical modeling. An ideal 2D experimental cell migration model
has been the fish epithelial keratocytes for investigating cell shape determination (91, 98).
Individual keratocytes maintain nearly constant shape, speed, and direction over many cell lengths
of migration, with considerable heterogeneity within a population of keratocyte (98) (Figure 1-5
B). Several mathematical models have been developed to take advantage of such data and explain
the detailed intracellular signaling and mechanical interactions leading to the specific cell shape
during migration (Figure 1-5 C and D).
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Collective cell migration plays a crucial role in many biological processes, including
embryonic development, wound healing, as well as cancer invasion and metastasis (99, 100).
During collectively cell migration, the enhanced migration is lead by a subset of “leader cells” that
extend filopodia at the leading edge of the cell cluster (101). The ‘‘invasion-competent’’ malignant
cells induced the collective invasion of otherwise ‘‘invasion incompetent’’ epithelial cells, and
that these two cell types consistently exhibited distinct leader and follower roles during invasion.
Analysis of extracellular matrix (ECM) microarchitecture revealed that malignant cell invasion
was accompanied by extensive ECM remodeling including matrix alignment and proteolytic track
making (102).
Physical characteristics of ECM strongly modulate cell migration by outside-in signaling
from microenvironment, while morphological properties of cell and intracellular dynamics
feedback to ECM by inside-out signaling (103). Current knowledge about the focal adhesion, cell
migration, signaling, and cytoskeletal function is derived primarily from studies on planar 2D
tissue culture substrates. The 2D substrate may induce artificial polarity between the basal and
apical surfaces of the normally nonpolar cells, e.g., fibroblastic cells (104). It also may exclude
ECM dependent regulators of 3D cell migration, including ECM porosity, ECM compliance,
collagen fiber size, and collagen concentration (105). The microarchitecture of 3D scaffolds has
been found to influence cell migration behavior via junction interactions (106). The pore size of
collagen scaffolds influences the migration speed: the migration speed decreases as pore size
increases across a range from 90 to 150 microns (107). Importantly, ECM density, stiffness and
alignment also contributes to cell migration speed and persistence differently; ECM density and
stiffness changes cell speed, but ECM alignment does not change cell speed; instead, alignment
increases cell migration persistence (108).
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1.4

Two-dimensional cell migration models
Computational/mathematical modeling has benefited from the availability of new data with

combination of live-cell imaging, molecular manipulation and force measurement. To date, most
models in cell-ECM study cell shape, cell motility, focusing on events such as implicit or explicit
focal-adhesion, cell motility related diffusion and/or reaction of molecules, cytoskeletal dynamics
or intracellular flows and cell morphology related protrusion and contraction.
A rule-based model was developed for cell migration, in which the underlying mechanochemical events are incorporated implicitly using rules describing the evolution of cell shapes and
regulatory signals (109). The main rules of these models are local/global feedbacks and
deterministic/stochastic signaling regulations. A cell is modeled using a collection of perimeter
points and a center. The perimeter points can move according to the balance between protrusion
signal and retraction signal. The local protrusion signal propagates and decays, with a stochastic
positive feedback loop that accounts for both “local stimulation” and generation of random signals,
and focal adhesion is a probabilistic event with a fixed average halftime. This simple model was
capable of generating the dynamic shapes and persistence of amoeboid cells migration with the
absence of chemo-attractants.
Using the keratocyte migration as a model, a whole series of mathematical models
explained the keratocyte cell shape (18, 28, 91, 93, 110). The actin polymerization pushes on the
cell membrane from within, generating membrane tension that rapidly equilibrates and exerts a
constant force on the actin network. The spatiotemporal dynamics of adhesion-dependent actin
polymerization and retrograde flow rates, myosin distribution, and traction forces together provide
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quantitative understanding of distribution of cell motility molecules and cell shape (92, 111)
(Figure 1-5 C).
As the cell morphology adapts to the local forces from focal adhesion, actin flow, and
myosin activities, the macromolecular distribution inside the cell is a moving boundary reactiondiffusion problem. Because of the computational complexity, not many models have integrated or
implemented this problem. A recent model used the phase-field method to integrate the adhesion
dynamics with the dynamics of the actin filaments, modeled as a viscous network, and to solve for
the moving boundary with membrane tension. The model included a reaction-diffusion model for
the actin-myosin machinery and discrete adhesion sites that can be in a "gripping" or "slipping"
mode. This model suggested the pattern of the actin flow inside the cell, the cell velocity, and the
cell morphology are determined by the integration of actin polymerization, myosin contraction,
adhesion forces, and membrane forces (Figure 1-5 D) (93) .
The interaction between migrating cells and the ECM has also become a focal point of
modeling in the past decade. In the context of angiogenesis, Bauer et al. developed a 2D model
based on the cellular Potts model to study the effects of ECM topography on the collective
migration morphology of endothelial cells (112). They varied the density and alignment of the
matrix fibers to simulate different tissue environments and to explore the possibility of
manipulating the extracellular matrix to achieve pro- and anti-angiogenic effects. The ECM in this
model only provided contact guidance, without mechanical interactions with the cells. Also based
on a 2D cellular Potts model, van Oers et al. coupled it with a finite element model for the ECM
substrate, to simulate the mechanical interaction between cells and the ECM (113), and showed
that the resulting matrix strain could in term mediate the interaction between cells and promote
collective migration (Figure 1-6 A). The effect of ECM geometry on cell migration mode
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determination was studied by Tozluoglu et al. (114), using a 2D hybrid agent-based/finite element
model of cell blebbing migration. The model integrated actin-polymerization-based protrusion,
actomyosin contractility, and membrane blebbing due to actin-plasma membrane linkage, cellECM adhesion and varied matrix geometries (Figure 1-6 D-F) (114). Actomyosin cortex and cell
membrane were agents, with local levels of actin cortex density, myosin concentration, cortexmembrane linker proteins recorded at each agent. The model predicted the optimal migration
strategies with different matrix geometries.

Figure 1-6 Simulated cell migration with ECM.
A) Traction forces (black arrow) and resulting matrix strains (blue line segments) generated in the
hybrid cellular Potts and finite element model (from (113) with permission). Cell invasion into
ECM fiber network with pore sizes of B) 0.5 and C) 1.5 𝜇𝑚 (from (115) with permission).
Simulations of cell moving through different matrix geometries show different optimal migration
strategies. D) Cell crawling on a surface. E) Actin-protrusion-based solution within confined
continuous environments. F) Blebbing-driven solution for cells with 50% more overall
contractility (from (114) with permission).
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1.5

Three-dimensional cell-ECM model
Most cells encounter a 3D matrix environment when migrating during processes such as

wound healing or metastatic cancer. Increasing evidence from literature suggests that 2D ECM
models are inherently limited in their scope to capture the ability of cells to form adhesions in three
dimensions. Therefore, it is important that we use 3D systems to study cell-matrix interactions to
gain more physiologically-relevant insights. The 3D matrix structure, focal adhesion, cell signaling
and cell morphology are more complex. But with the advance of imagine tools, such as multiphoton microscopy for imaging the ECM, and lattice light-sheet microscopy to image both cell
and ECM with very high spatial and temporal resolutions(116), the hope is high for a more
complete understanding of 3D cell-ECM interactions in the near future.
A phenomenological 3D model of single cell migration through cell-ECM interaction is
developed taking into account the ECM deposition, cell protrusion, adhesion detachment and
MMP activities (117) (118). In their model, cells can degrade, deposit, or pull on local fibers,
depending on the fiber density around each cell. The cells can also move within the 3D matrix.
The model produced results consistent with the current understanding: in low density
environments, cells deposit more collagen to increase fibril fraction; in higher density
environments, the less invasive model cell line reduced the fibril fraction as compared to the highly
invasive phenotype. Another 3D cell-ECM interaction model was hidden in the supporting
materials of Riching et al. (27). The cell is 2D but interacts with a 3D ECM environment it
embedded in. The cell sends out protrusion vectors around the perimeter, the magnitudes of
protrusion vectors determined by its interaction with the local matrix stiffness, alignment and
ligand density.
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Borau et al. (119) developed a probabilistic, cell voxel-based finite element for 3D cellECM interactions in a microfluidic environment. A cell is a collection of voxels, where stress,
chemical concentration and fluid flow surrounding the cell drives cell migration by adding and
removing voxels. Cell contains cortex, cytoplasm and nucleus. The nucleus is an elastic material
that only plays a passive role during cell migration. The cortex and cytoplasm contractility depends
on the mechanosensing of ECM stiffness, which is modeled implicitly. It provides a methodology
for testing and designing experiments in microfluidic systems.
Kim et al. (115) reported a truly biomechanically realistic cell-ECM interaction model,
which accounted for intracellular mechanics of cellular and nuclear membranes, contractile actin
stress fibers, and focal adhesion dynamics, structural mechanics of ECM fiber networks, and
reaction-diffusion mass transfers of seven biochemical concentrations in related with chemotaxis,
proteolysis, haptotaxis, and degradation in ECM. Simulations of cell invasion into fiber networks
with various pore sizes, such as 0.5µm pore size (Figure 1-6 B) and 1.5µm pore size (Figure 1-6
C), show that filopodia invaded more deeply in the large pore ECM fibers (115). The results were
successfully compared with experiments of 3D HUVEC migration for ECMs with different pore
sizes and stiffness.
1.6

Modeling collective behavior of cell migration
Comparing to single cell modeling, less effort has been directed towards understanding

how clusters of cells migrate collectively through microenvironments. A few models have been
developed to explore how the cell-cell interaction influence collective behavior of migrating cells,
for example the formation of migration pattern, correlated/uncorrelated motion, formation of
localized streams, waves, directionality.

Models at this scale are usually complicated, but

computationally less expensive than single cell level because cell details have been coarse-grained.
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Most multi-cellular models contain three parts, single agent with simple properties to
represent a cell, cell-cell adhesion, and heterogeneous environment. Guven et al. (120) developed
a coarse-grained stochastic model of Dictyostelium cells using 2D self-propelled soft disks to
study the influence of signal relay. Wynn et al. developed an agent-based cell model that represents
a cell with biased migration directionality and cell-ECM interactions, and modeled the leader
follower dynamic patterns in neural crest cells (121). In this model the ECM is a passive substrate
that can be degraded by cells to form tracks of less resistance. Zaritsky et al. proposed a new
analytical framework to explicitly detect and quantify cell clusters that move coordinately in a
monolayer and reported the finding of waves of coordinated migration in wound healing
experiments. They explained the wave by Met activation with hepatocyte growth factor/scatter
factor. The data and model suggested that collective migration emerges from spatial and temporal
accumulation and directionality, which can be a basic cellular mechanism for long-term cell
guidance during collective cell migration. (122).
1.7

Summary
Cancer cellular invasion into ECM is the first step of metastasis, the main difficulty to treat

the cancer disease. The biomechanical experiments and simulations of ECM, cell, and interaction
dynamics between cell and ECM are necessary to better understand the invasion behavior of cancer
cells. Recent technologies in microscopy, biomechanical rheology, image processing, 2D and 3D
computational modeling and simulation shed light on the cancer invasion problems. We
highlighted recent studies on tumor microenvironment, especially ECM, cell, and their interaction.
The mechanics of ECM and cell-ECM interactions as important factors regulating and
contributing to cancer invasion have been studied and increasingly accepted. However, it is
necessary to combine these understandings into a unified framework of cancer invasion. The
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integrated understanding of cell and ECM and their interactions is required to better predict cancer
invasion and possibly develop new tools to prevent or stop cancer invasion. The strong interplay
between cancer cell biology and the mechanical microenvironment suggests new possibilities of
regulation and manipulation of cell behavior to alter cancer outcome.
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2

THREE-DIMENSIONAL CELL MIGRATION MODEL

We introduce a 3D multiscale computational cell model for simulating single cell migration. For
the biomechanics, we developed and implemented an implicit integration method. To integrate the
element based mechanical component and cell signaling, we developed a moving boundary
diffusion reaction solver. We also present a geometric model of a cell on a curved substrate to
determine the cell morphology and a mechanical model for protrusion force. Our computational
and analytical methods together provide a mechanical picture of the curvature regulation of 3D
cell migration.
2.1

Modeling three-dimensional cell-ECM interaction
How cell integrates the integrin binding and cell motility signaling pathway is a key

question behind cell migration elasticity. The actomyosin and F-actin related reaction diffusion
regulates the transition between migration modes. We developed a moving boundary diffusion
reaction solver to compute the concentration dynamics of actomyosin and F-actin, with which, we
can quantitatively simulate cellular behavior during cell migration.
We built an element-based cell model by specifying the cell membrane, cytoskeleton, and
nucleus. We model cell membrane using membrane elements similar to those in Newman's
subcellular element model (123), where a pair-wise potential between elements describes their
interactions (Figure 2-1). Each membrane is connected to nucleus through an elastic cytoskeleton
string (Figure 2-6 A). We simulate cell migration through focal adhesion, protrusion, and
contraction with embedded integrin transportation and cell motility signaling pathway.
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Figure 2-1. Schematic diagram of subcellular element model. (from (124) with permission). Two
cells, i (open circles) and j (filled circles), and a subset of the intra-(solid lines) and intercellular
(dashed lines) interactions between their elements.
2.2

Results
2.2.1 Implicit integration method
We developed a detailed mechano-chemical model, which is a biomechanical element-

based cell coupled with focal adhesion and cell motility pathways. The binding of integrin to ECM
and formation of focal adhesion activate Rac/Arp23 and Rho pathways. Mechanics of membrane
elements (Figure 2-6) are determined by reaction-diffusions of cell signaling The coupling
between cell signaling and biomechanical elements give rise to actin/actomyosin concentration
fluctuations, which further regulates cell protrusion and cellular level persistency. The following
equations of motion for membrane elements can then be numerically solved using the following
implicit integration method.
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The equation of motion of membrane element 𝛼8 is:
𝑦:̇ ; = 𝜇:= − ∇ ? 𝑉@A𝑦:= − 𝑦B= AC − ∇:= ? 𝑃F + 𝜌:= ( 2-1 )
B= D :=

F∈HI=

where 𝜇 is gaussian-distributed random noise, 𝑉 is the Morse potential (Figure 2-2) between
membrane elements, 𝑃 is the elastic energy in cytoskeletal structure connecting to 𝛼8 , 𝜌 is from
the protrusion force.

Figure 2-2. Potential energy of element-element interaction.
In the over-damped system, we use the following approximation:
𝒗:= = 𝐶𝒚̇ := ( 2-2 )
= 𝑭(𝒚, 𝑳, 𝜌, 𝜇) ( 2-3 )
= 𝑓T (𝒚) + 𝑓U (𝑳) + 𝑓V (𝜌) + 𝑓W (𝜇),

( 2-4 )

where 𝐶 is constant, 𝒚 represents the position of elements, 𝑳 represents the elastic deformation of
cytoskeleton string. The following is a fixed time-step approach.
𝒚YZ[Y = 𝒚Y + 𝛥Y ∙ 𝑭YZ[Y ( 2-5 )
To approximate 𝐹YZ`Y :
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𝑭YZ[Y = 𝑭Y + (𝒚YZ[Y − 𝒚Y ) ∙ 𝑭cab ( 2-6 )
𝑭cab = 𝑓Tc (𝒚Y ) + 𝑓Uc (𝑳Y ) + 𝑓Vc (𝜌Y ) + 𝑓Wc (𝜇Y ) ( 2-7 )
So 𝒚YZ`Y − 𝒚Y = ΔY 𝑭Y + (𝒚YZ`Y − 𝒚Y ) ∙ 𝑭cab
𝒚YZ[Y − 𝒚Y = 𝛥Y ∙

𝑭Y
𝑰 − 𝛥Y ∙ 𝑭cab

( 2-8 )

lT
𝐼
c
= i − 𝑭ab k 𝑭Y ( 2-9 )
𝛥Y

where 𝑭 = ∑WopT 𝑓 , 𝑭Y = 𝑭(𝑦Y ). 𝑭cab is derivative of 𝐹 at time 𝑡 with respect to 𝑦.
The intra-cellular interactions are modeled through two compartments and interaction
between them. Firstly, we model the cell membrane with explicit membrane elements, the
interactions among elements are modeled using inter-elemental potentials (Figure 2-2).
𝑓T (𝒚Y ) = 𝛻 ? 𝑉@A𝒚:= − 𝒚B= AC ( 2-10 )
B= D:=

Let 𝑟 = A𝒚:= − 𝒚B= A . We consider the gradient of 𝑓T (𝒚Y ) with respect to 𝑥𝒚u where 𝒚Y =
@𝑥ab , 𝑦ab , 𝑧ab C is 3D position of ME in contact.
𝑓Tc (𝒚Y )𝑥𝒚b = w𝛻:= ? 𝑉@A𝒚:= − 𝒚B= ACx
B= D:=

y𝒚b

= ? z𝛻:= @𝑉A𝒚:= − 𝒚B= AC{
B= D:=

@𝑟:=,B= C

l

y𝒚b

( 2-11)

∙ @𝑟:=,B= C
|I ,}
= =

y𝒚b

( 2-12)

u

~
= 𝑟: ,B
z𝑥𝒚I b − 𝑥𝒚} b {, so
=

=

=

=

l

T

U
𝑓Tc (𝒚Y )𝒚b = ? 𝑟: ,B
z𝛻:= @𝑉A𝒚:= − 𝒚B= AC{
B= D:=

=

∙ @𝒚:= − 𝒚B= C ( 2-13)

=

|I ,}
= =
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Similarly, the force for the elastic strings in the cytoskeletal structure is
𝑓U (𝒚Y ) = −𝑘@𝒚Y − 𝒚€• C ( 2-14)

𝑓Uc (𝒚Y )y𝒚b = −𝑘 ∙

𝑥𝒚Y
A𝑥𝒚Y A

( 2-15)

which leads to

𝑓Uc (𝒚Y )𝒚b = −𝑘 ∙

𝒚𝑡
‖𝒚𝑡‖

( 2-16)

Moreover, 𝑓W (𝜇) is the force from Gaussian-distributed random noise variate with zero mean, and
it is independent of 𝑦:= , therefore 𝑓 c (𝜇)𝒚b = 0 which is the same as for 𝑓Vc (𝜌)𝒚b
In summary,

c(

𝐹 𝒚Y , 𝜌, 𝜇)𝒚b = − ?
B= D:=

T
U
𝑟: ,B
= =
l

z𝛻:= @𝑉A𝒚:= − 𝒚B= AC{

∙ @𝒚:= − 𝒚B= C − 𝑘 ∙

𝒚𝑡
( 2-17)
‖𝒚𝑡‖

|I ,}
= =

This method has been tested and implemented in simulating 3D cell migration on curved
substrate (125).
2.2.2 Moving boundary reaction diffusion solver
Volume adaption is the key step in integrating the element-based cell modeling with cell
motility signaling. The spatial distribution of concentrations is the key to cell polarity and cell
migration, so the volume discretization is important for the concentration dynamics and
morphological adaption during cell movement. In this method, the cell nucleus and membrane
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elements are connected, so the nearest neighboring membrane elements define the tetrahedrons
that discretize the 3D cell at the first level (Figure 2-3).
The cell volume is discretized to tetrahedron. Vertices of tetrahedron are either membrane
elements or points along cytoskeleton strings. Position of vertex is moving with membrane and
string deformation. Each tetrahedron corresponds to a fixed set of four vertices (Figure 2-3).

Figure 2-3. Schematic diagram volume discretization. To discretize each of tetrahedron to smaller
units, fixed number of points are added along each cytoskeletal string.
To have finer spatial details of chemical concentrations, the second level of discretization
is done by adding beads to cytoskeletal string to construct tetrahedrons. The beads are added in
the way that each tetrahedron has the same volume when initialized. The first tetrahedron (ordered
by increasing distance to center of nucleus( Figure 2-3)) has the height equal to the radius of cell
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nuclei and all other tetrahedrons have volume which is equal to

ƒlƒ„
H

, the choice of 𝑁 is based on

our computational and biological considerations.
2.2.2.1

Concentration iteration

Focal adhesion activities the cell motility signaling pathway. The spatiotemporal
distribution of actomyosin and F-actin regulates cell contraction and protrusion. The actomyosin
contraction leads to further clustering of integrins, providing a feedback to focal adhesion
formation (126). Focal adhesion strength is a function of the number of integrin binding and time
(126), therefore we model protruding and contracting forces as functions of local concentration
(Figure 2-4).

Figure 2-4. Schematic of workflow. The cell can form focal adhesion with ECM through integrin
binding, which activates cell signaling pathway. Concentration dynamics of molecules in the cell
motility pathway are modeled using reaction and diffusion. Cell motility signaling also changes
cell shape and integrin clustering.
The concentration of molecules in each tetrahedron is firstly calculated using reaction
diffusion function and then updated with volume adaption.
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𝜕𝐶
= −𝑑𝑖𝑣𝐽 + 𝑅 ( 2-18)
𝜕𝑡
𝐽 = −𝐷𝛻𝐶

( 2-19)

𝐶 is concentration. 𝐷 is diffusion coefficient. The reaction kinetics 𝑅 include the following:
o• H

o• –

𝐿𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝐿) + 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑛(𝐼 ) •⎯’ 𝑁𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑁) •’ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 − 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑆) ( 2-20)
–

∅ → 𝑅ℎ𝑜T (𝜌) ( 2-21)
–

∅ → 𝑅𝑎𝑐/𝐴𝑟𝑝U/V (𝑅) ( 2-22)
Ÿ ¡u

∅ •⎯’ 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑜 − 𝑀𝑦𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝐴𝑐𝑀) ( 2-23)
¢£¤/¥|¦~/§

∅ •⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯’ 𝐹 − 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑛(𝐹𝐴) ( 2-24)
We assume that the total amount of integrins is conserved. The differential equations of
the kinetics are the following:
𝜕𝑁
= 𝑘£H 𝐿𝐼 − 𝑘¨H 𝑁 + 𝑘¨– 𝑆 − 𝐾£ª 𝑁 ( 2-25)
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑆
= 𝐾£ª 𝑁 − 𝑘¨H 𝑆 ( 2-26)
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑅
𝐼¢ + 𝛼–¢ 𝑆 𝑅8
=
i
k − 𝛿¢ 𝑅 ( 2-27)
𝜕𝑡
𝜌 -u 𝑅Y¡Y
1 + i𝛽 k
¬

𝐼¬ + 𝛼–¬ 𝑆 𝜌8
𝜕𝜌
=
i
k − 𝛿¬ 𝜌 ( 2-28)
𝜕𝑡
𝑅 -~ 𝜌Y¡Y
1 + i𝛽 k
¢

𝜕𝐴𝑐𝑀
𝐴𝑐𝑀8
= @𝐼¥¤¯ + 𝛼¬ 𝜌C
− 𝛿¥¤¯ 𝐴𝑐𝑀 ( 2-29)
𝜕𝑡
𝐴𝑐𝑀Y¡Y
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𝜕𝐹𝐴
𝐹𝐴8
= (𝐼°¥ + 𝛼¢ 𝑅)
− 𝛿°¥ 𝐹𝐴 ( 2-30)
𝜕𝑡
𝐹𝐴Y¡Y
𝜕𝐼
𝑘T 𝐼±
𝑘V 𝐿±
=
+
− 𝑘² 𝐼 ( 2-31)
𝜕𝑡
𝑘U + 𝐴𝑐𝑀 𝑘W + 𝐿
The diffusion part of the equation is
𝜕𝐶
𝜕U𝐶 𝜕U 𝐶 𝜕U 𝐶
= 𝐷 ³ U + U + U´
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧

( 2-32)

Let
𝑣y ≡ 𝐷

∆𝑡
∆𝑥 U

𝑣a ≡ 𝐷

∆𝑡
∆𝑦 U

𝑣· ≡ 𝐷

∆𝑡
∆𝑧 U

The 3D analog of Crank-Nicholson scheme, based on the Locally One-Dimensional (LOD)
method, is:

z1 −

𝑣y U 𝑣a U 𝑣· U -ZT
𝑣y U 𝑣a U 𝑣· U 𝛿y −
𝛿a −
𝛿· { 𝐶
= z1 +
𝛿 +
𝛿 +
𝛿 { 𝐶 ( 2-33)
2
2
2
2 y
2 a
2 ·

The factorization of the scheme is

z1 −

𝑣a U
𝑣y U
𝑣· U -ZT
𝛿y { z1 −
𝛿a { z1 −
𝛿 {𝐶
2
2
2 ·
= z1 +

The truncation error of this method is

𝑣a U
𝑣y U
𝑣· U 𝛿y { z1 +
𝛿a { z1 +
𝛿 { 𝐶 ( 2-34)
2
2
2 ·
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𝑇 = 𝑂(∆𝑡 U ) + 𝑂(∆𝑥 U ) + 𝑂(∆𝑦 U ) + 𝑂(∆𝑧 U )
The method is always stable. We implement this scheme by breaking it down to three steps and
then simplify it to the following method:
𝐴y
⎧i1 − k 𝐶 -∗ = i1 +
2
⎪
𝐴a
i1 − k 𝐶 -∗∗ =
2
⎨
𝐴
⎪
·
i1 − k 𝐶 -ZT =
⎩
2

𝐴y
+ 𝐴a + 𝐴· k 𝐶 2
𝐴a ( 2-35)
𝐶 -∗ −
𝐶
2
𝐴· 𝐶 -∗∗ −
𝐶
2

Each time step, the system is solved for all tetrahedrons by combining the reaction and diffusion
calculations. The concentration is updated using the following equation:

𝐶8Z =

1
¿𝐶 A|𝑉 Z ∩ 𝑉8l |A + ? 𝐶F A|𝑉8Z ∩ 𝑉Âl |AÃ ( 2-36)
𝑉Z 8 8
Â∈H(8)

To calculate volume adaption 𝑉8Z to 𝑉8l , the intersection between convex tetrahedrons 𝑉8Z 𝑉8l and
neighboring ones 𝑉Âl , 𝑙 ∈ 𝑁(𝑖), (Figure 2-5) is important in solving moving boundary reactiondiffusion problem. Equation (2-36) is the key step in connecting volume adaption and
concentration calculation, as for mechanics of elements in three-dimensional cell model and cell
motility signaling.

Figure 2-5. Schematic of volume adaption. 𝑉Tl (before) and 𝑉Tl (after).
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Then the problem is to solve the following system 𝑉 Z ∩ 𝑉 l where 𝑉 Z has vertices 𝑃TZ , 𝑃UZ ,
𝑃VZ , 𝑃WZ , 𝑉 l has vertices, 𝑃Tl , 𝑃Ul , 𝑃Vl , 𝑃Wl . We compute the intersection of two tetrahedrons using
the following method:
•

Find the vertex set
𝑆 = {𝑃8l : 𝑖 = 1, … , 4}

•

If 𝑆 has 4 elements, 𝑉 l ⊂ 𝑉 Z . 𝑉 Z ∩ 𝑉 l = 𝑉 l .

•

If 𝑆 has 3 elements, 𝑆 = {𝑃8l : 𝑖 = 1, … , 4}. Let 𝑆̅ = {𝑃}. Compute 𝑃𝑃8 intersects any face
of 𝑉 Z that does not contain vertex in 𝑆, which computes three lines intersect with one plane
to find the split point to add to 𝑆.

•

If 𝑆 has 2 elements, 𝑆 = {𝑃T , 𝑃U }. Let 𝑆 = {𝑃V , 𝑃W }. Compute 𝑃8 𝑃F , 𝑖 ∈ {1,2}, 𝑗 ∈ {3,4}
intersect with the opposite face of corner 𝑃8 . Compute line-face intersection for four times.
Add new split points to S.

•

If 𝑆 has one elements, 𝑆 = {𝑃 }. Let 𝑆 = {𝑃T , 𝑃U , 𝑃V }. Compute 𝑃 𝑃8 intersect with the
opposite face of 𝑃, then add the split points to 𝑆.

•

If 𝑆 has 0 elements,
F

F

F

F

𝑎Êu 𝑥 + 𝑎Ê~ 𝑦 + 𝑎Ê§ 𝑧 = 𝑏Ê ( 2-37)
𝑎¦8 u 𝑥 + 𝑎¦8 ~ 𝑦 + 𝑎¦8 § 𝑧 = 𝑏¦8 ( 2-38)
𝑎•8 u 𝑥 + 𝑎•8 ~ 𝑦 + 𝑎•8 § 𝑧 = 𝑏•8 ( 2-39)
where 𝑚 is the face index of tetrahedron 𝑗 and {𝑝, 𝑞 } is a pair of faces of tetrahedron 𝑖. With the
solution of both cases, we have all vertices of the intersection. It is then trivial to solve for the
convex volume.
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1
1
𝑥
𝑥
Ì Í = Ì𝑦T
𝑦
T
𝑧T
𝑧

1
𝑥U
𝑦U
𝑧U

1
𝑥V
𝑦V
𝑧V

1 𝜁T
𝑥W 𝜁U
𝑦W Í Ì𝜁V Í ( 2-40)
𝑧W 𝜁W

where
𝜁T + 𝜁U + 𝜁V + 𝜁W = 1. ( 2-41)
∀(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) ∈ 𝛺𝑒. 𝜁8 is the volume of the sub-tetrahedron spanned by the point (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) and the face
opposite the 𝑖th corner. The above 4 × 4 matrix is called Jacobian matrix of the tetrahedron.
Explicit inversion gives
𝜁T
6𝑉±T
1 6𝑉±U
𝜁
Ì UÍ =
Ì
𝜁V
6𝑉 6𝑉±V
𝜁W
6𝑉±W

𝑦WU 𝑧VU − 𝑦VU 𝑦WU
𝑦VT 𝑧WV − 𝑦VW 𝑧TV
𝑦UW 𝑧TW − 𝑦TW 𝑧UW
𝑦TV 𝑧UT − 𝑦TU 𝑧VT

𝑥VU 𝑧WU − 𝑥WU 𝑧VU
𝑥WV 𝑧VT − 𝑥TV 𝑧UW
𝑥TW 𝑧UW − 𝑥UW 𝑧TW
𝑥TU 𝑧TV − 𝑥VT 𝑧TU

𝑥WU 𝑦VU − 𝑥VU 𝑦WU
𝑥VT 𝑦WV − 𝑥VW 𝑦TV
𝑥UW 𝑦TW − 𝑥TW 𝑦UW Í
𝑥TV 𝑦UT − 𝑥TU 𝑦VT

1
𝑥
Ì Í ( 2-42)
𝑦
𝑧

where 𝑥8F = 𝑥8 − 𝑥F , 𝑦8F = 𝑦8 − 𝑦F , 𝑧8F = 𝑧8 − 𝑧F .
6𝑉±T = 𝑥U (𝑦V 𝑧W − 𝑦W 𝑧V ) + 𝑥V (𝑦W 𝑧U − 𝑦U 𝑧W ) + 𝑥W (𝑦U 𝑧V − 𝑦V 𝑧U ). ( 2-43)
6𝑉±U = 𝑥T (𝑦W 𝑧V − 𝑦V 𝑧W ) + 𝑥V (𝑦T 𝑧W − 𝑦W 𝑧T ) + 𝑥W (𝑦V 𝑧T − 𝑦V 𝑧U ). ( 2-44)
6𝑉±V = 𝑥T (𝑦U 𝑧W − 𝑦W 𝑧U ) + 𝑥U (𝑦W 𝑧T − 𝑦T 𝑧W ) + 𝑥W (𝑦T 𝑧U − 𝑦U 𝑧T ). ( 2-45)
6𝑉±W = 𝑥T (𝑦V 𝑧U − 𝑦U 𝑧V ) + 𝑥U (𝑦U 𝑧V − 𝑦V 𝑧T ) + 𝑥V (𝑦U 𝑧T − 𝑦T 𝑧U ). ( 2-46)
2.2.2.2

Cell-ECM adhesion dynamics

Cell forms focal adhesion through transmembrane integrins, which make it possible for the
forces from Acto-myosin and F-Actin to be balanced. The cell motility signaling pathway is
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coupled with ECM through cell-matrix adhesions to transmit signals as mechanical and chemical
linkages. We model ECM using immobilized ligands to study how adhesion regulates cell
migration. Numerous work has been done on the quantitative study of ligand-integrin binding and
focal adhesion strength dynamics. Focal adhesion strength is a function of time and number of
ligand-integrin binding. Integrins bind to ligands from nascent binding (𝑁) firstly, and each 𝑁 has
a probability to be stabilized which depends on the relative position of integrin to the membrane
extension front and the local concentration of Acto-myosin and F-Actin. It has been observed that
once the F-actin anchors to a stable integrin binding (S), the contractive force from Acto-Myosin
can drive the cell body to move. At the same time, actin-polymerization in front of anchored FActin is capable of pushing the cell membrane further forward. The localization of cell motility
molecules feeds back to Cell-ECM adhesion in the way that once F-Actin tugs on the stable ligandintegrin binging, it increases the stability of neighboring nascent integrin binding. Otherwise, the
F-actin protrusion force is canceled by Acto-Myosin contraction force. As consequence, nascent
binding could not be stabilized, then local cell motility is going to fade away. So, ligand-integrin
binding is one of the key regulators of cell migration.
¥¤Y8Ò£Y8¡-

𝐿H •⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯’ 𝐿¥

( 2-47)

Focal adhesion (FA) comprises of physical linkages between the trans-membrane integrin
receptors, surrounding extracellular matrix, and intracellular structures that connect to the
cytoskeleton (127). The strength of FA is adjusted through the local balance of cytoskeletal
dynamics, cellular tension, and mechanical properties of the substrate, actin polymerization, actinbundle organization, and myosin motors sliding on actin filaments. Integrin binding to
extracellular ligands is highly dynamic and regulated by factors including the availability of
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integrin, local distribution of ligands, state of integrin, distance between integrin and ligand, as
well as the binding state of neighboring integrin. We model the integrin-substrate adhesion as
follows: Integrin binds to ligand to form nascent binding when the integrin-ligand distance is less
than 𝐿¥ if integrin is activated, and 𝐿H if integrin is non-activated. The nascent integrin-ligand
binding can be reinforced to form stable binding if the neighboring integrin-ligand pair is less than
𝑑¥ apart for activated integrin and less than 𝑑H apart for non-activated integrin. FA force FÔ is a
function of the number of bindings on the membrane element with low binding force FÕÖ× for
nascent bindings and high binding force FØÙÚÛ for stable bindings. Integrin binding has a maximum
life-time 𝑇. Parameter values for focal adhesion are in Table 2.1.
2.2.3 3D single cell migration model
We developed a 3D cell migration model that takes into account cell-substrate adhesion,
cytoskeletal polymerization, contraction, and protrusion dynamics. As illustrated in (Figure 2-6
A), the 3D model consists of a cell surface, a nucleus, and a cytoskeletal structure. The cell surface
is a collection of membrane elements. This element-based representation is adapted from the
subcellular elements model (124). We used the Morse potential (Figure 2-2) to describe the
interaction between membrane elements.
𝒓𝟐
𝟐𝝆ã𝟏l 𝟐 æ
𝒓𝒆𝒒

𝑽(𝒓) = 𝒖𝟎 𝒆

𝒓𝟐
𝝆ã𝟏l 𝟐 æ
𝒓𝒆𝒒

− 𝟐𝒖𝟎 𝒆

, ( 2-48 )

where 𝑟 is the distance between the membrane elements, 𝑢± is the minimum potential, 𝑟€• is the
equilibrium distance, and 𝜌 is a scaling factor. The parameter values are listed in Table 1. The
Morse potential is a better approximation than the elastic potential because it explicitly includes
the effect of bond breaking when the inter-elements distance is beyond the interaction range
𝑅Ê£y . This feature allows for large-scale local cell membrane deformation, which is necessary for
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simulating membrane protrusion during migration. We modeled the cell nucleus as a solid sphere,
whose deformation is negligible because we focus on a cell on a surface where the cell nucleus is
not confined. The membrane elements are connected to the cell nucleus through cytoskeletal
strings. As the first order approximation, we treated the cytoskeletal strings as Hookean springs.
We simulated this cell membrane element model and compare it with the original subcellular
element model (124). The effective Hookean spring constant of cytoskeletal string 𝑘 is derived as
the effective cell elastic rigidity divided by the number of strings.

Figure 2-6 Schematic of 3D cell model (from published paper (125)). (A) and single cell migration
on substrate with negative (B) and positive(C) curvature.
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We used the membrane displacement and protrusion dynamics data of HT1080 cells in
chick chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) (128) to fit for two model parameters: number of integrin
per element and integrin binding rate. We ran simulations of single cell migration on a flat substrate
and quantified cell membrane displacement using the coordinates of membrane elements. Through
trial and error, we adjusted the number of integrin per element and integrin binding rate such that
the number of protrusions per cell is between 4 and 12, and the length of the protrusion is between
4 and 7 microns, as was found in (128).
Table 2.1 Parameters of the 3D single cell migration model. (D: Derived, F: Fitted, M: model
parameters, (from (125) with permission).
Cell parameters
Name

Value

Sources

Cell radius

10 µm

M

128

M

7.81E-2 nN/µm

D

ríî

3.52 µm

M

u±

0.75

M

ρ

2.03

M

Maximum interaction range 𝑅Ê£y

6.68 µm

M

Nucleus radius 𝑟-

3 µm

M

Number of integrin per element

250

F

Integrin binding rate

100/s

F

Number of membrane elements per cell
Cytoskeletal string constant k

Focal adhesion parameters
𝐿¥

20 – 25 nm

𝐿H

5 nm

(130)

𝑑¥

55 nm

(131)

(129, 130)
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𝑑H

5nm

(131)

FÕÖ×

10 pN

(132, 133)

FØÙÚÛ

20-60 pN

(134-136)

𝑇

30 seconds

(137)

At the focal adhesion site, the adhesion force, 𝐹£ , the contraction force, 𝐹¤ , and the
protrusion force, 𝐹¦ , are balanced. The force calculation provides the unknown magnitude of the
protrusion force. The equation of motion for membrane element 𝑖 is:
𝑦ñ̇ = ∇ ∑F∈H= 𝑉@A𝑦8 − 𝑦F AC + 𝑘𝛿𝑋8 + 𝐹£= + 𝐹¦= + 𝜂8 . ( 2-49 )
The first term describes the interaction between neighboring membrane elements, where 𝑁8 is the
elements within interaction range of the Morse potential. This term mimics membrane tension.
The second term is the elastic force from the cytoskeletal string, with elastic rigidity 𝑘 and
deformation 𝛿𝑋8 = 𝑋8€• − 𝑋8 , which connects to the membrane element. The third term is the focal
adhesion force resulting from integrin binding. The fourth term corresponds to the protrusion force.
The fifth term corresponds to a weak stochastic component that mimics underlying noise.
Movement of membrane elements results in elongation or shrinkage of the cytoskeletal
strings, which in turn moves the nucleus. The morphological dynamics and cell migration behavior
are natural consequences of the movement of all membrane elements, cell nucleus, and
cytoskeletal strings.
2.3

Summary
We have developed a multiscale element-based 3D single cell model which integrates

biomechanics and cell singling. An implicit method is developed and implemented for solving
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motions of biomechanics. We also developed a moving boundary reaction-diffusion solver, which
can potentially be integrated into 3D cell model for finer quantitative simulation of cell signaling.
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3
3.1

SUBSTRATE CURVATURE REGULATES CELL MIGRATION2

Abstract

Cell migration is essential in many aspects of biology. Many basic migration processes, including
adhesion, membrane protrusion and tension, cytoskeletal polymerization, and contraction, have
to act in concert to regulate cell migration. At the same time, substrate topography modulates these
processes. In this work, we study how substrate curvature at micrometer scale regulates cell
motility. We have developed a 3D mechanical model of single cell migration and simulated
migration on curved substrates with different curvatures. The simulation results show that cell
migration is more persistent on concave surfaces than on convex surfaces. We have further
calculated analytically the cell shape and protrusion force for cells on curved substrates. We have
shown that while cells spread out more on convex surfaces than on concave ones, the protrusion
force magnitude in the direction of migration is larger on concave surfaces than on convex ones.
These results offer a novel biomechanical explanation to substrate curvature regulation of cell
migration: geometric constrains bias the direction of the protrusion force and facilitates persistent
migration on concave surfaces.
3.2

Background
Cell migration plays an essential role in a number of physiological and pathological

processes, including morphogenesis(100, 138, 139), inflammation(140-142), wound healing(143),
and tumor metastasis(144). It is well accepted that 3D cell migration is in many ways different
from 2D and that physical properties of the extracellular matrix (ECM), such as stiffness,

2

This chapter is adapted from published result 125. He X & Jiang Y (2017) Substrate

curvature regulates cell migration. Physical Biology 14(3):035006.
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crosslinking and pore size, affect 3D migration (145-149). However, it is surprising and puzzling
that cells can detect the mechanical properties of the matrix and switch their migration mode
accordingly(150). Furthermore, as cells move along, around, and through the network of ECM
fibers, they remodel the structure of the fiber network. This remodeling also changes the
mechanical properties of the ECM, which in turn modulates the cell migration patterns. However,
how 3D ECM architecture regulates cell migration is still not well understood.
The features of ECM architecture can range from nanometers to micrometers. For example,
collagen fibers, with diameters ranging from 20– 200 nm, can form hierarchically structured
micrometer-scale collagen bundles (151). The nano- and micrometer-scale architecture of these
fibers influence cell polarity and promote migration along collagen fibrils by providing contact
guidance cues (17, 152). Basement membrane complexes are another class of ECM superstructures
that can provide both concave and convex surfaces for cell migration in 3D. Furthermore, advanced
multi-photon microscopy studies using combined third harmonic generation and second harmonic
generation techniques have revealed tissue tracks and curved spaces available for tumor cell
invasion in vivo (153). In particular, micrometer-scale tracks (24) in the interstitial matrix (154)
have been considered as a critical factor in providing both physical guidance and a path of least
resistance for invading tumor cells (155).
Studies of cell migration in 3D in vitro and in vivo have revealed several differences when
compared with cell migration in 2D, including their mechanics, signaling, and morphology(139).
However, we have little understanding how cells sense substrate curvature. Most of our
understanding of cell migration comes from assays of cell migration on 2D flat substrate because
of its compatibility with microscopy imaging. Thanks to recent advances in the fabrication of ECM
models that mimic subsets of selected properties of the complex natural ECM (156), especially
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those in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine (157), we have begun to appreciate the
effects of substrate curvature and topography on cell response. E.g., the BAR domain proteins can
sense curvature on the nanometer scale (158), nanotopography can steer the dynamics of cell’s
scaffolding by biasing actin polymerization waves (159), and asymmetric nanotopography may
bias cytoskeletal dynamics and promote unidirectional cell migration (160). Numerous
experiments have shown cell alignment on topographically patterned surfaces with sizes
comparable to the dimensions of the cell (161, 162). We have yet to discover the molecular or
mechanical mechanisms that enable cells to sense micrometer-scale curvatures.
3.3

Experimental observations of cell migration on curved substrate
It is believed that cell migration is a cyclic multi-step process comprising of (1) actin

polymerization-dependent pseudopod protrusion; (2) integrin-mediated adhesion to ECM; (3)
contact-dependent ECM cleavage by proteases; (4) actomyosin-mediated contraction; and (5)
retraction and translocation of the cell body (163). Contact-dependent ECM cleavage by proteases
is only constitutively active in mesenchymal cells, including fibroblasts and some solid tumor cells
that display prominent protrusions adhering to the ECM, resulting in a spindle-shaped
morphology. In contrast, leukocyte movement is characterized by rapidly deforming ellipsoidal
morphology with small protrusions, weak adhesion, and lack of proteolysis (164), which is known
as amoeboid cell migration. In this work, we focus on the biomechanical aspect of cell-ECM
interaction, without considering the degradation or production of matrix materials.
Based on experimental observations, mathematical models of cell migration have
attempted to explain certain features of the biomechanics of cell migration using force balance.
Examples include constitutive mechanical description of cells (165), continuous force-balance
calculations coupled to reaction-diffusion kinetics to describe single cell migration (166), specific
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mechanical treatment of focal adhesion as springs (167), and cytoskeletal flow in 2D keratocyte
migration (91, 93). A recent review provided a summary of such efforts (168). However, how
substrate curvature affects cell migration has not been studied in detail. A mechanical model of
cell migration on a 3D cylindrical substrate based on cytoskeletal stress, in particular, due to
myosin contractile machinery, mimicked cell migration on thick collagen bundles (169).
3.4

Mechanical model of cell migration on curved substrates
In this chapter, we aim to decipher, based on simple geometric and mechanical

considerations, how curvature might regulate cell migration. We focused on single cell migration
on a curved, rigid substrate, which does not degrade nor deform. We combined a computation
model and analytical approach. To study how substrate curvature regulates cell migration
behavior, we develop a computational 3D cell migration model to simulate cell migration on both
convex and concave substrates. For cell shape adaption to substrate curvature, we construct a
simplified geometrical model to analyze cell shape using the cell shape index. To understand how
curvature regulates cell motility mechanically, we analyzed force balance at the focal adhesion
sites under geometric constraints. The results show significant differences between concave and
convex surfaces, some of which are consistent with experimental observations of single cell
migrations, while others await further experiments to validation.
3.5

Geometrical analysis of cell shape
We assume that substrate curvature regulates cell migration through contact. Cells adapt

their shape to the contacting substrate during migration, in response to the local geometric
constraint. To quantify 3D cell shape in response to substrate curvature, we choose to use the cell
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shape index, or CSI, to quantify cell deformation. In 2D, 𝐶𝑆𝐼 = Wô¥ , where 𝐴 is cell area, 𝑃 is
perimeter (170). It describes the departure of cell shape from a circular projection. In 3D,
[𝑆𝐴]V
𝐶𝑆𝐼 =
( 3-1 )
𝛼𝜋𝑉 U
where SA is cell surface area, α is a geometric constant. We set α = 60.75, such that a
hemispherical “cell” on a flat surface would have CSI=1 (171). In both 2D and 3D, the CSI
measures how much a cell spread.
We consider the curved surface of substrate: concave (negative curvature) as the inner
surface (Figure 3-1 B) and convex (positive curvature) as the outer surface (Figure 3-1 C). We
vary the substrate curvature by changing the radius of curvature, 𝑅± , (Figure 3-1 A and B). We
set up the Cartesian coordinate system such that the cells migrate along the y-axis (Figure 3-1).
We use simple geometrical approximation (Figure 3-1 A and B) to analytically calculate the cell
surface area for cell on these surfaces and derive the CSI as a function of 𝑅± .
We assume that the cell nucleus is a sphere (red solid circle in Figure 3-1) with a diameter
of 6 𝜇𝑚. Because we vary 𝑅± from two times to ten times the cell radius (20 -100 𝜇𝑚), the cell
nucleus is never compressed, we can safely assume that the cell nucleus is not deformed, and the
cell volume 𝑉± (Figure 3-1 C) remains constant as cell spreads out on the surface. We also assume
that substrate is always stiff enough such that the substrate does not deform due to cell-interface
interaction.
We approximate the shape of the cell on a convex cylindrical substrate as two arcs that are
sharing the same chord length 𝐿. The inner arc is the interface between cell and substrate. The
maximum distance between the bottom and the top of the cell is 𝑑± which is larger than the
diameter of cell nucleus. The surface area of the approximated cell contains the upper surface,
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bottom surface. Assume that cell cross-section area is same within the cell length 𝐿± and the front
and back ends are the same. Cell volume is cell length times cell cross-section area. The chord
length 𝐿 is a function of substrate radius 𝑅± and height of lower arc, 𝐿 = 2û2ℎ𝑅± − ℎU . 𝑆ü and 𝑆Â
are approximated upper and lower arc length of the cross-section (172).
𝑆ü ≈ þ𝐿U +

Tÿ
V

(ℎ + 𝑑± )U .

With substitution for 𝐿U ,
W

𝑆ü = þ8ℎ𝑅± + V ℎU +

Tÿ
V

𝑑±U +

VU
V

ℎ𝑑± .

Similarly, the length of the lower arc
W

𝑆Â = þ8ℎ𝑅± + V ℎU .
The side surface area is:
U

𝐴ª ≈ V 𝐿(ℎ + 𝑑± ) +

( Z¨„ )§
U!

§

U

− zV 𝐿ℎ + U! { ( 3-2 )

Cell surface area is a summation of the upper and lower surfaces and two sides:
𝑆¥ = (𝑆ü + 𝑆Â )𝐿± + 2𝐴ª ( 3-3 )
Hence the surface area for a cell on a convex substrate is:

𝑆¥Z =
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( 3-4 )

Cell shape on concave substrate can be approximated using simpler geometry (Figure 3-1
D). The upper surface can remain flat and the lower surface attaches to the substrate, so the crosssection is a line segment and an arc with radius 𝑅± . The surface area is a function of 𝑅± and 𝑑± .
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Using the derived cell surface area as function of curvature and 𝑑± , we apply equation (
3-6 ) and ( 3-5) to solve ℎ = 2𝑟- . We vary 𝑅± to compare how CSI changes with 𝑅± for concave
and convex surfaces.

A

B

C

D

Figure 3-1 Geometrical representation of cell (from (125) with permission).
Substrate is the arc with center 𝑶 and radius 𝑹𝟎 . Red solid circle with dashed outline represents
cell nucleus. (A) Cross-section of the cell on the substrate with convex curvature. Chord (with
green arrow marker) with length 𝑳 is width of cell. Arc segment with height 𝒉 is bottom arc of
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cell. 𝒅𝟎 is cell nucleus diameter with yellow arrow pointing to the bottom and top arc of crosssection of cell. (B) Cross-section of cell on substrate with concave curvature. Chord (with green
arrow) with length 𝑳 is top arc of cross-section of cell. (C) Force balance at cell-substrate interface
for substrate with convex(C) and concave(D) curvature.
3.6

Protrusion force at focal adhesion site
At the focal adhesion site, we consider three major forces on the membrane element: (1)

focal adhesion force 𝐹£ , the magnitude of which is determined by the number of integrin binding,
and the direction is to be determined; (2) cell contraction force 𝐹¤ , which is a summation of cell
membrane tension and actomyosin contractile forces, modeled as a force with fixed magnitude
pointing from the element to the center of the nucleus; and (3) the protrusion force 𝐹¦ , originated
from actin filaments polymerize and sterically protrude against the cell membrane, is modeled as
a force in the direction of the center of the nuclear to the membrane element and tangent to the
surface (Figure 3-2 C and D). We assume that the substrate is non-deformable. By balancing these
three forces, we solve for two unknowns: the direction of focal adhesion force and the magnitude
of protrusion force.
We set the center of cell nucleus at (0,0, 𝑟- − 𝑟¤ ), where 𝑟- = 3𝜇𝑚 is the radius of cell
nucleus, 𝑟¤ = 10𝜇𝑚 is radius of cell. We set up a coordinate system at focal adhesion site (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)
using orthogonal vectors 𝑢
+⃗, 𝑛+⃗ and 𝑣⃗. We let 𝑢
+⃗ be the direction of protrusion force:
++⃗ = (𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛) − (𝟎, 𝟎, 𝒛𝒖 ) = (𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛 − 𝒛𝒖 ) ( 3-7 )
𝒖
+++⃗/ plane:
We let n
+⃗ be on the u
+⃗F
𝑛+⃗ = (𝛼𝑥, 𝛼𝑦, 𝛼𝑧 + (1 − 𝛼 )𝑧ü ) − (0,0, −𝑟¤ − 𝛿 ) = (𝛼𝑥, 𝛼𝑦, 𝛼𝑧 + (1 − 𝛼 )𝑧ü + 𝑟¤ + 𝛿 ) ( 3-8 )

and we choose
𝑣⃗ = (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) − (0, 𝑦, −𝑅± − 𝑟¤ − 𝛿 ) = (𝑥, 0, 𝑧 + 𝑅± + 𝑟¤ + 𝛿 ) ( 3-9 )
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As these vectors are orthogonal, we have
𝑢
+⃗ ∙ 𝑣⃗ = 0, ( 3-10 )
𝑢
+⃗ ∙ 𝑛+⃗ = 0, ( 3-11 )
from which we have

𝑧ü =

y~
·Z¢„ Z|0 Z1

+ 𝑧 , ( 3-12 )

and

𝛼=

(|0 Z1Z·)(·2 l·)
y ~ Za ~ Z(·l·2 )~

. ( 3-13 )

Similarly, for concave substrate, we have the three vectors:
𝑢
+⃗ = (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) − (0,0, 𝑧ü ) = (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 − 𝑧ü ) , ( 3-14 )
𝑛+⃗ = (−𝛼𝑥, −𝛼𝑦, 𝑟¤ + 𝑅± + 𝑟- − 𝑧ü − 𝛼(𝑧 − 𝑧ü )) ,( 3-15 )
+⃗ = (0, y, r/ − R ± ) − (x, y, z) = (−x, 0, −R ± − z) .
v
We solve for the two unknowns, z8 u and α using the equations ( 3-9) and ( 3-10).
𝑧ü = ¢

y~

„ Z·

𝛼=

+ 𝑧 ( 3-16 )

(·l·2 )(|0 Z¢„ Z|9 l·2 )
y ~ Za ~ Z(·2 l·)~

( 3-17 )

We project the adhesion and the protrusion forces on to the 𝑢
+⃗𝑣⃗ plane and solve for the
direction of the adhesion force, and the magnitude of the protrusion force.
𝑝ü+⃗ 𝐹£ = û‖𝐹£ ‖U − (𝑝-+⃗ 𝐹¤ )U
:𝐹¦ : = −𝑝ü+⃗ 𝐹¤ − û‖𝐹£ ‖U − (𝑝-+⃗ 𝐹¤ )U ( 3-18 )
Note that equation (3.17) applies to both convex and concave conditions.
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At a focal adhesion site, 𝑥 = 𝑅± 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃). Since y is the axis of symmetry to the substrate
ô ô

(Figure 3-1C and D), we only need to compute 𝐹¦ for 𝜃 ∈ z W , U {, the minimum of 𝜃 is set by the
ô ô

assumption that cell nucleus is not deformed, which is ℎ ≥ 2𝑟- . For 𝜃 ∈ z W , U {, the greater 𝜃 is,
the closer the focal adhesion force is aligned with direction of migration(𝑦 −axis).
3.7

Results
3.7.1 Cell on convex substrate has larger cell shape index
For cells on both convex and concave substrates, the CSI is a monotonic function of 𝑅± .

The CSI measures the extent a cell spreads: the CSI equals to 1 for a hemispherical shape; the
larger CSI value the more stretched a cell is. (Figure 3-2 A) indicates that the CSI is much larger
for cells on a convex substrate than on a concave substrate. When the radius of curvature 𝑅± is
large, e.g. 𝑅± >100 𝜇𝑚, 10 times of the cell size, the substrate is effectively flat to the cell. As the
radius of curvature 𝑅± decreases (the curvature increases), the CSI for cells on a convex substrate
increases, indicating that cells stretch more on a convex substrate. On the other hand, as the
curvature increases, the CSI for cells on a concave substrate decreases, corresponding to indicating
decreasing cell spread. We see that cells stretch more on a convex substrate, especially when 𝑅±
is close to the radius of cell. Conversely, cells on concave substrates spread less than on a flat
surface.
When the radius of curvature 𝑅± increases from 20𝜇𝑚 𝑡𝑜 100𝜇𝑚, the CSI on convex
substrate decreases faster than the rate of the CSI increases on concave substrate. This suggests
that the CSI is more sensitive to convex surfaces in comparison to concave surfaces. When 𝑅± is
close to the radius of cell, the CSI shows over 4-fold difference between convex and concave
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substrates. Analytical result of CSI shows a surprisingly drastic difference even though it is
intuitively straightforward that cells spread on a cylinder and are confined inside a tunnel.
A

B

C

D

Figure 3-2 Analytical calculation of the cell shape index (CSI) and protrusion force for cells on
curved substrates (from (125) with permission).
(A) The CSI is larger for cells on convex surfaces (blue) than those on concave surfaces (red),
indicating cells spread out more on convex surfaces. As the radius of curvature increases (surface
tending flat), the CSI decreases for cells on a convex surface, but increases for those on a concave
surface, and the CSI values converge as the surface becomes flat. (B) Protrusion force is a function
of location of the focal adhesion 𝜃 (in the unit of radians) with 𝑅± equals ± 30 𝜇𝑚, ±40 𝜇𝑚,
respectively. (C) Projection of the protrusion force on the 𝑦-axis: larger for cells on concave
surface (dash yellow and purple lines) than on convex surface (blue and orange with + marker).
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(D) 3D surface plot of the protrusion force as a function of contacting position determined by 𝜃
and the radius of curvature, 𝑅± , of the substrate.
3.7.2 Cells on concave substrate have larger protrusion force
Protrusion force 𝐹¦ at focal adhesion point (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) on the substrate is computed using
equation (6) -(17). Both 𝐹£ and 𝐹¤ are regulated by many factors independent of substrate
curvature, so we fixed the value of 𝐹£ and 𝐹¤ to study how 𝑅± regulates protrusion force (Figure
3-2 B, C and D).
The magnitude of 𝐹¦ as a function of 𝑅± (ranging from 20-100 𝜇𝑚) shows that the concave
substrate facilitates protrusion at the focal adhesion sites. For cells on concave substrates, 𝐹¦
decreases as the value of 𝑅± increases (Figure 3-1 B), indicating that the more curved the substrate,
the larger the protrusion force as facilitated by the curved surface. In this sense, the confinement
is promoting the cell protrusion. For single cell migration on a convex substrate, 𝐹¦ shows the same
trend: it increases as the value of 𝑅± decreases, indicating that positive curvature also encourages
protrusion.
Protrusion force F> is also a function of θ. The concave and convex substrates show the
opposite trends: for cells on the convex surface, the larger the 𝜃 (i.e. the further away from the
direction of migration along the y-axis), the smaller the magnitude of 𝐹¦ (Figure 3-3 C); for the
concave surface, the smaller the 𝜃, the larger the protrusion force 𝐹¦ . To further study the effect of
curvature on migration, we projected the protrusion force to the direction of migration 𝐹¦a (Figure
3-2 C) and found that the projection of 𝐹¦ for cell on a substrate with concave curvature is greater
ô

than on a convex substrate. They both increase as 𝜃 gets closer to U , the direction of migration.
Furthermore, 𝐹¦a increases when we reduce the value of 𝑅± ; this trend is independent of the
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direction of curvature. Taken together at the focal adhesion site, protrusion force is larger for cells
on concave substrates than convex substrates because the concave substrate promotes protrusion
forces.
3.8

Cell migration simulation confirm analytical results
A single cell is initialized with center of mass at the origin 𝑂 with a small distance δ =

0.1µm to the substrate. We ran 10 independent simulations, each for 3 simulated hours of single
cell migration on curved substrate with varied 𝑅± . We measured the cell surface area and the cell
trajectories.
3.8.1 Cell on convex substrate shows larger CSI
For each simulated cell, we output the position of each membrane element and use
Delaunay triangulation (DT) to generate a triangular mesh of the cell surface. The areas of these
triangles sum up to approximate the total surface area, which leads to the 3D CSI. The CSI of a
single cell migrating on a convex substrate is statistically greater than cells on concave substrate
(Figure 3-2 A).
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D

Figure 3-3 Simulated cell shape index(A) and cell tracking (from (125) with permission).
(A) Box plot of cell shape index from simulations of single cell migration with varied substrate
curvature. Radius of substrate 𝑅± equals ±50, ±70, ±90, ±110 𝜇𝑚 with yellow for concave and
cyan for convex. (B) Simulated cell tracks from 3 hours’ cell migration on curved substrate,
projected on the 𝑥𝑦 plane: blue line for convex substrate, dashed green for concave substrate,
magenta for flat substrate. Insert shows zoomed in cell tracks on a flat surface. (C) Angular
distribution of instantaneous cell velocity on convex substrate with low frequency details (left) and
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the whole distribution (upper right). (D) Angular distribution of instantaneous cell velocity on
concave substrate with low frequency details (left) and the whole distribution (upper right).
Comparing the simulated CSI with analytical results, we see the cell shape adapting to the
cell-substrate interface and the protrusion driven cell deformation are two competing factors that
regulate cellular morphological features. Analytical calculations show that, for a cell migrating on
a convex substrate, with the increasing 𝑅± , the CSI decreases (Figure 3-2 A blue dash line), while
the cell protrusion force at the focal adhesion sites increases (Figure 3-2 B). As a result, the
simulated CSI shows a biphasic behavior: contact adaption dominates for small 𝑅± ; and the
protrusion force dominates for large 𝑅± . Further, more detailed investigation is required to
quantitatively understand the CSI dependence.
3.8.2 Cell tracks show higher persistence on concave substrate
We projected 3D cell migration tracks onto the 𝑥𝑦 plane (Figure 3-3 B). Cell migration on
the concave substrate (green) shows higher directionality and efficiency, in comparison with cells
on the convex substrate (blue). Cells on a flat substrate show random walk trajectories because of
the protrusion force generated at the focal adhesion site is not sufficient to drive cell polarization
and ensure directional migration. The cell trajectories on concave substrates show more
persistency in the y-direction, while the trajectories on convex surfaces show more variation in the
transverse direction. This observation is consistent with a recent experiment where T lymphocytes
migrated on sinusoidal wavy surfaces (173). The T-lymphocytes were found to prefer the concave
surfaces, as more cells were found in the troughs than on the ridges. In addition, the cells in the
troughs migrated in straighter lines, and cells on the ridges showed random trajectories. The
motility analysis from the T-lymphocyte experiment also suggested that concave substrate
promotes cell migration, and that the effect is more prominent when the radius of curvature is
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small, similar to the cell size (173). These results agree with our protrusion force calculations and
confirm that concave substrate provides geometric constraints that facilitate protrusion force along
the long axis of a cylindrically curved substrate and promotes more persistent migration.
To further quantify the migration tracks, we computed the velocity of the center of mass of
the cells. The polar distribution plot of the direction for cells on convex substrates (Figure 3-3 C)
shows a much wider low-frequency variation (Figure 3-3 C lower left), compared to a much
narrower distribution for cells on concave substrates (Figure 3-3 D). This distribution further
indicates the persistent migration on concave substrates. In conclusion, substrate curvature
regulates cell motility through modulating cell protrusion force at the focal adhesion site.
3.9

Discussion
Cell migration through a 3D ECM is one of the most fundamental processes of living

systems. Many cells, including those in development, wound healing, and cancer invasion, can
change their behavior and switch their migration pattern depending on the local ECM geometry.
The critical question: “what are the key ECM and cell characteristics that determine the migration
pattern?” is still unanswered.
To address this question, we chose to start on a simple system that is also physiologically
relevant: cells on curved substrates without proteolysis. We have developed a 3D cell migration
model and geometry-based analysis to investigate cell shape and cell migration on curved
substrates. We varied the radius of the curved substrate, effectively providing a wide range of
curvature, both negative and positive. The results offer qualitative understanding on how curvature
regulates cell shape, and quantitatively investigates the effect of substrate curvature on cell
motility. We show that cells spread out more on convex surface than on concave ones, which is
rather intuitive, as concave surfaces confine cells. Our results also suggest that, when we consider
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only biomechanics of integrin-mediated adhesion, cell contraction, and protrusion, curved surfaces
provide geometric constraint and modulate the direction of protrusion force. On concave
substrates, the negative curvature promotes protrusion force along the length of the cylindrical
surface, effectively promoting persistent migration in the long axis. Cells on convex surfaces,
without the protrusion force advantage, migrate in diverse directions. The qualitative agreement
with cell migration patterns on sinusoidal wavy substrate (173) is remarkable.
The geometric confinement from substrate on cell migration has also recently generated
many interesting observations, which led to proposals of novel mechanisms that are integrinindependent, e.g., the osmotic pressure drives cell migration through a narrow channel like a fluidjet (174). We focused on integrin-dependent biomechanical cell motility and limited our study to
architectures of a few times the cell dimension, without severe confinement.
These results suggest that cells hugging on micrometer-size convex substrates, e.g.,
collagen bundles, would move rather inefficiently. However, if the collagen bundles are aligned,
cell migration pattern could switch to more persistent migration, as cells between aligned bundles
would essentially move on concave substrates. This explanation might be relevant to tumor
associated collagen signatures (22).
More detailed understanding of how substrate geometry regulates cell migration would
require integrated experimental, analytical, and computational study of cellular as well as
subcellular dynamics. High-resolution imaging from migration assays of cells on flat and curved
surfaces will offer intracellular and cellular level dynamics. For example, we could develop a
reaction-diffusion-convection model of integrin-mediated actin polymerization and actomyosin
contraction dynamics, based on the detailed spatiotemporal dynamics of actin and myosin from
cell image analysis. This model will become the intracellular module of our cell model that dictates
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the elongation and contraction of the cytoskeletal springs. Many mathematical models of cell
migration have treated actin polymerization near the plasma membrane as a Brownian ratchet
process, whereby cytoskeletal organization drives the protrusion of the cell membrane (175, 176),
and requires that protrusion force is normal to the membrane contacting the growing tips of actin
filaments. Our model relaxes this requirement. Instead, we allow the spatiotemporal dynamics of
cytoskeletal proteins to determine the interaction between actin fibers and cell membrane, and the
force balance between protrusion, adhesion and contraction to determine the protrusion force
direction. This feature also allows our model to treat not only the long, thin filopodia, where
aligned, crosslinked actin bundles pushes the membrane forward, but also the broad, sheet-like
lamellipodia where a branched network of short actin filaments is behind the protruding
membrane. Further extension of our cell model, including more detailed modeling of the ECM
structure and mechanics, will make it possible to study cell migration under many other, more
complex, conditions. Such a model with a more realistic microenvironment may eventually allow
us to study cell-ECM interactions in physiologically relevant situations.
Our study provides a new, yet simple mechanical mechanism that substrate curvature can
regulate cell migration through geometric semi-confinement and modulate the cell shape as well
as membrane protrusions. We have generated server testable predictions and eagerly await
experimental efforts to test them.
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4

COORDINATES IN CELL SHAPE-SPACE DISCRIMINATE MIGRATION
DYNAMICS FROM SINGLE STATIC CELL IMAGES3

4.1

Abstract

Cell shape is determined by the interaction of many elements such as the cytoskeleton, cell
membrane and adhesion to the substrate. Cell shape changes during migration. Can we
discriminate cell migration patterns from cell shape? We addressed this question by analyzing a
large number of cell migration images over time, in the absence of symmetry breaking
perturbation. Our findings suggest that 1. Effective cell migration is characterized with long
cellular persistence time, low speed variation, spatial-temporally coordinated protrusion and
contraction; 2. The cell shape variation space is low dimensional; and 3. Migration behavior can
be determined by a single image projected in the low dimensional cell shape variation space. Our
findings provide a quantitative underpinning for the general practice of using cell morphology to
differentiate cell phenotype and states.
4.2

Background
Cell shape has long been an important feature that biologists and pathologists rely on to

discern cell type, behavior, and state. The underlying assumption of this practice, however, has not
been systematically and quantitatively tested. Many factors, e.g., the cytoskeleton, the membrane,
and adhesion, interact to give rise to cell shape dynamics. The detailed molecular scale
understanding of these factors is abound (178); while a cellular scale understanding of shape is

3

This chapter is adapted from a manuscript ready for submission 177.

He X, Chen K,

Fang N, & Jiang Y (Coordinates in cell shape-space discriminate migration dynamics from
single static cell images .
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still lacking. A mathematical model coupling the biochemical dynamics of actin cytoskeleton and
biophysics of membrane tension has beautifully explained the mechanism for shape determination
in motile keratocytes (98). This model showed that, for motile keratocytes, shape can be used to
predict migration speed (98). Mammalian cells have more complex shape and migration pattern
than keratocytes. Do they share the same mechanisms of shape determination during migration?
Genetically identical cells in the same environment demonstrate rapid, slow, or negligible
locomotion. This phenotypic heterogeneity in migration may be explained either by quantitative
differences in physicochemical properties affecting how intracellular forces are generated and
transmitted to the environment (178). Can cell shape discriminate and describe cell migration
behavior? In this study, we addressed these questions using the intrinsic phenotypic migration
heterogeneity in mouse fibroblast and human glioblastoma cells, both are highly motile cell lines.
Mouse fibroblast (NIH3T3) cells have been extensively used as a model system for cell migration
(179, 180), making it a good choice for further shape analysis and an ideal comparison with human
glioblastoma (LN229 CDC42-GFP, refer to as LN229) cells, whose shape and migration behavior
has not been quantitatively studied.
The shape of a cell changes during migration: the front adheres to the substrate, protrudes
outward, and the rear contracts. Most of the molecular details for each individual step and the
interaction between protrusion and adhesion have been established (178, 181, 182). A cell can
have a varying number of protrusions. Cell migration essentially is the sum of all the coordinated
changes in cell morphology. We quantitatively analyzed the shape and the detailed protrusion and
contraction dynamics of a large number of migrating cell images. The results suggest that the
projection of a cell shape onto the low dimensional shape space clearly discriminates the non-
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migrators and migrators. We further developed a stochastic model that completely describes the
evolution of cell shape as a function of effective interactions between cell boundary elements.

4.3

Live cell imaging and data analysis
4.3.1 Cell experiments
Complete cell culture medium was made of high glucose Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s

Media (DMEM, 10-013-CV, Corning) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, 26-140-079, Fisher
Scientific) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin solution (30-001-CI, Corning). Both NIH3T3 mouse
fibroblast cell line and doxycycline inducible GFP-LN229 cell line* (Gift from Erwin G. Van
Meir, Emory University, Atlanta, GA) were cultured with complete cell culture medium in T25
flasks under standard humidified culture condition in a 37 °C incubator with 5% CO2 prior to
plating the cells onto FN coated PAA gel attached coverslips. A final concentration of 5 µM DiI
(D282, Thermo Fisher) was used to label NIH3T3 cells according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Cells were plated and incubated for 6 h and then washed with fresh medium before imaging. We
also incubated cell samples after imaging to further observe the fitness of cells.
The doxycycline inducible GFP-LN229 cell line was derived from the glioblastoma cell
line LN229 sequentially transfected with several plasmids. Initially, the cells were transfected with
a plasmid coding for a tet-on transactivator (rtTA), stably transfected clones were selected in the
presence of 0.5 µg/mL puromycin. Later, one of these clones, designated L16, was co-transfected
with a plasmid coding for the constitutively active CDC42 fused with GFP and, as this plasmid
did not carry a selection marker, with pcDNA3, providing G418 resistance. Stably transfected
clones were selected in the presence of 600 µg/mL G418. The cells expressed a good level of GFP
fluorescence after induced with 1 µg/mL doxycycline for 24 hr. To maintain selection pressure on
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integrated plasmid DNA, it is useful to add puromycin and G418 once in 4-6 weeks when the GFP
signal (upon induction with 1 µg/mL doxycycline) gets weak.
4.3.2 Substrate preparation
Published protocols were followed with certain modifications to prepare the extracellular
matrix (ECM) coated polyacrylamide (PAA) gel on coverslips for cell culture and imaging of cell
migration(183). Briefly, cleaned 22 × 22 mm glass coverslips were first activated with 2% (v/v)
3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (281778-100ML, Sigma Aldrich). Working solution containing
the final concentrations of 7.5% acrylamide (161-0140, Bio-Rad) and 0.3% bis-acrylamide
(BP1404, Fisher Scientific) in Milli-Q water (296.75 µL) for making 8.6 kPa PAA gels were added
between Rain-X wiped hydrophobic glass slide surface and amine activated coverslips. Coverslips
with PAA gels attached were removed from the microscope slide surface upon the completion of
the PAA polymerization (~10 min at room temperature) initiated by TEMED (BP150-20, Fisher
Scientific) and 10% (w/v) Ammonium Persulfate (BP179-100, Fisher Scientific) and kept hydrated
in water. The surface of the PAA gel on the coverslips were activated by incubation with hydrazine
hydrate (225819-250G, Sigma Aldrich) to cross-link with sodium meta-periodate (20504, Thermo
Fisher) oxidized Fibronectin (FN, 33016015, Thermo Fisher). FN serves as ECM protein to
provide cellular adhesion spots on the PAA gel. These FN coated PAA gel attached coverslips
were then maintained hydrated in 1 × phosphate buffer saline (pH 7.4, 10010023, Thermo Fisher)
before being used for cell plating.
4.3.3 Live cell imaging
Time lapse epifluorescence imaging of the cell migrations of DiI labelled NIH3T3 cells
and doxycycline induced GFP-LN229 cells on FN coated PAA gel surface was carried out on a
Nikon Eclipse 80i upright microscope equipped with a mercury lamp, heating stage, Nikon
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(Melville, NY) Plan Fluor 20× 0.5 NA objective, Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash 4.0 V2 COMS camera.
The heating stage was set to 37 °C. A homemade program was used to control a shutter of the
mercury lamp to reduce photobleaching and Micro-Manager was used to control hardware and to
take time lapse image with 1 min interval. Live cell fluorescence images were also obtained on a
Leica (Wetzlar, Germany) SP8 inverted microscope with a confocal galvonometric scanner,
motorized stage, mercury lamp, heating state, Argon laser with 458 nm, 488 nm, and 514 nm
wavelengths. Leica application Suite-Advanced Fluorescent software was used to control
acquisition. Images were acquired every minute for up to 10 h using HC PL APO 20x/0.75 CS2
air WD 0.62 mm objective.
4.3.4 Image processing
4.3.4.1

Cell Shape Extraction

Single cell image stacks were extracted from the NIH3T3 and LN229 live cell imaging
data sets by manual cropping the cells without overlapping over the migration durations. Single
cell images were thresholded using ImageJ (1.51n; National Institutes of Health), resulting stack
mask image of cell shape dynamics. Static frame of cell images and montage image of every cell
were created and saved as text images, these processes were automated using homemade macros
with ImageJ. Cell shape sequences were then computed using Matlab. Total number of cells for
NIH3T3 is 517 and 510 for LN229.
4.3.5 Cell imaging data analysis
4.3.5.1

Analysis of Cell Shape and Motion

Montage image of each cell was processed using Matlab to obtain cell shape dynamics
data. Shape data Ω(𝑋8`Y , 𝑌`Y ) were obtained using the text image of each cell in the Cartesian
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system set by the first frame. Where (𝑋8`Y , 𝑌`Y ) represents the coordinates of cell contour. In order
to analyze cell behavior at cell level, centroid 𝑐 (𝑖Δ𝑡) = (𝑥8`Y , 𝑦8`Y ) was calculated for each time
point. Further we defined the cell speed as the displacement of the centroid,
𝑣⃗ (𝑡) =

𝑐(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) − 𝑐(𝑡)
C
Δ𝑡
`Y

at the time interval 1𝑚𝑖𝑛. Mean square displacement (MSD) is defined as:
-

1
U
U
𝑀𝑆𝐷 (𝑛𝛥𝑡) = ? D@𝑥8[Y − 𝑥(8lT)[Y C + @𝑦8[Y − 𝑦(8lT)[Y C E ( 4-1 )
𝑛
8pT

In which 𝑛 is total number of frames for the cell of interest. Cell centroid data were also
used to calculate the directionality ratio.
To analyze the cell shape dynamics at the subcellular level, we used the circular mapping,
the centroid was defined as the origin 𝑂, the radial distance from 𝑂 to the cell contour were
calculated for each frame of image. We further represented the cell shape as 𝛺 (𝜃, 𝑡), the radial
distance from 𝑂 to the cell contour at the direction 𝜃, with 𝜃 = 0° being fixed in the right-hand
direction on the horizontal axis as in the Cartesian system. Based on which we computed cell shape
deformation 𝜇 (𝜃, 𝑡) as change of the radial distance in direction 𝜃. We finely discretized the cell
contour using 𝜃 for spatial resolution and there was no rotational cell membrane segment motion
being considered. This setting is sufficient for the live cell imaging data that we obtained, noticed
that other approached might be necessary for more complicated cell shape deformation.
4.3.5.2

Cell Shape Modes Analysis.

Cell contour was extracted as intensity isoline from each cell static frame of cell image.
The contours were then aligned along their long axes to eliminate pose and relative position. To
decompose this space into a basis set of orthogonal "shape modes", principal components analysis
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was then performed for each cell type. The obtained major modes +++⃗
𝜙ñ (𝜃) were ranked by the
percentage of variation that they captured.
4.3.5.3

Joint probability density.

Cell shape from each cell static frame of cell image was approximated using major cell
shape variation modes. The magnitudes 𝛼8 (𝑡) were used as data for discrete random variables 𝛼8
assuming that
𝑓:= ,:H z𝛼8 (𝑡), 𝛼F (𝑡){ = 𝑓:= |:H 𝑃 z𝛼F = 𝛼F (𝑡){ = 𝑃 z𝛼8 = 𝛼8 (𝑡)| 𝛼F = 𝛼F (𝑡){ 𝑓:= @𝛼8 (𝑡)C. ( 4-2 )
Joint probability density 𝜌@𝛼8 , 𝛼F C was computed for all combinations of (𝑖, 𝑗) with 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗.
4.3.5.4

Spatial-temporal correlation analysis.

Cell shape deformation 𝜇 (𝜃, 𝑡) was discretized in space and time. 𝛥𝜃 = 2𝜋/𝑁, Δ𝑡 is one
minute and total time 𝑇 = (𝑀 + 1)Δ𝑡. Spatial-temporal correlation was computed as:
¯lª

𝐶J (𝑠𝛥𝜃, 𝑟𝛥𝑡) =

1
⎧
⎪𝑁(𝑀 − 𝑠) ? ? 𝜇-,Ê ∙ 𝜇-Z|,ÊZª , 𝑠 ≥ 0
- ÊpT
¯Zª

⎨
1
? ? 𝜇-,Ê ∙ 𝜇-Z|,ÊZª , 𝑠 < 0
⎪
⎩𝑁(𝑀 + 𝑠) - ÊpT

( 4-3 )

Other correlation methods, for example, one-dimensional correlation in space or in time,
were also tested. The results failed to detect spatial or temporal persistence. We chose not to
remove the mean from cell shape deformation 𝜇 (𝜃, 𝑡) for the following reasons. Firstly, mean
value is not biologically meaningful. E[𝜇(𝜃, 𝑡)] over 𝜃 is the instantaneous speed at 𝑡, which is
varied with time. 𝜇(𝜃, 𝑡) is also displacement of membrane segment in the angle 𝜃, so mean
displacement is not useful. Overall mean E[𝜇 (𝜃, 𝑡)](L,Y) only scales down correlation magnitude
(Figure 4-1).
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Figure 4-1. Comparison of spatial-temporal correlation of NIH3T3 cell migration on fibronectin
coated PAA gel for 30 minutes.
(A, B, C and D) Without removing the mean E[𝜇(𝜃, 𝑡)](L,Y) from 𝜇8,F . (E, F, G, and H) 𝜇M8,F =
𝜇8,F − E[𝜇(𝜃, 𝑡)](L,Y) for equation S 1. (A and E) Mesh plots showed amplitude of correlation of
(A) being scaled down to (E). Which is the same case for (C) but no significant difference from
(G) since the mean E[𝜇(𝜃, 𝑡)](L,Y) of a non-migrator is much smaller than migrator. There is no
difference between the contour plots (B and F), (D and H).
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4.4

Results
4.4.1 Heterogeneous cellular persistence and migration behavior.
Using confocal and epifluorescence microscopy, we observed the spontaneous

displacements of low-density single NIH3T3 and LN229 cells. The cells were plated on
fibronectin-coated polyacrylamide (PAA) gels in the absence of symmetry-breaking directional
gradients, chemotactic, galvanotactic, durotactic, etc. Cell movements were recorded at a rate of 1
frame per minute for up to 10 hours. The periphery of a single cell (Figure 4-2 A) is obtained
through cropping and segmentation (Image processing text) using live cell images (Figure 4-2 D),
which is the observation of the outline of projected cell area on two-dimensional (2D) plane. Cell
shape (Figure 4-2 B) is represented using a circular map 𝛺(𝜃, 𝑡) which is the distance from the
centroid to the cell periphery in the direction 𝜃 and at the time 𝑡. 𝜃 = 0° was fixed in the righthand direction on the horizontal axis. The dynamics captured during cell migration is a result of
spontaneously combined cell shape deformation
¨ ∫Q O(L,Y)
¨Y

¨O(L,Y)
¨Y

(Figure 4-2 B and C) and cell movement

. So, the mechanism by which cells control directional persistent migration cannot be

achieved though simple quantitative analysis of cell shape and migration trajectory. The cell
migration velocity, 𝑣⃗ (𝑡), is the velocity of the centroid, defined as the center of mass of the cell
projected on 2D surface. The efficiency of cell migration depends on two essential parameters:
speed variability and directional persistence (184).
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Figure 4-2.Cellular persistence and speed variation during migration on 2D surface.
(A) Fluorescence image of a LN229 cell expressing CDC42-GFP (shown in red) on a flat
fibronectin coated polyacrylamide (PAA) gel. (Scale bar, 20 µm.) Cell shape (circular map) is
overlaid on the fluorescence image. (B) Schematic representation of cell shape deformation
analysis. Cell shape deformation µ(θ, t) is identified as difference of cell shape between time t +
Δt and t, which is a radial distance from centroid to the cell shape at time t in the direction θ.
Protrusion is positive distance (magenta) and contraction is negative (blue). (C) Cell shape
deformation as a function of θ. (D) Single frame fluorescence (GFP) image of LN229 cells by
confocal microscopy. (E) Representative examples of a migrator (lower left) and a non-migrator
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(upper right). 3 h trajectories of cell migrations were extracted from a movie of (D) and overlaid
on initial cell shape (t = 0 min). (F) Data of directionality ratio (DR) and (G) mean square
displacement (MSD) over 3 h of migrator (red) and non-migrator (magenta). (H) Populational
averaged MSD of migrators and non-migrators over 10 h were fitted to persistent random walk
model to quantify persistence time P and cell speed S. (I) Cell speed variation of migrators and
non-migrators.
Cells exhibit heterogeneous shape during migration, with large variability in simple
measures (Figure 4-3) including cell speed, area, aspect ratio, major and minor axis across
population of LN229 and NIH3T3. To relate these measures to migration persistence, we use a
threshold directionality ratio (𝐷𝑅 ) to separate cells into migrators and non-migrators. 𝐷𝑅 is
computed as the ratio between the straight-line distance (𝑑-[Y ) and path length (𝐷-[Y ) of the
trajectory between the start point and the current position at time 𝑡- .
𝑑-[Y
𝐷𝑅(𝑛𝛥𝑡) =
=
𝐷-[Y

T

[(𝑥-[Y − 𝑥±[Y )U + (𝑦-[Y − 𝑦±[Y )U ]U
U

T
U U

,

( 4-4 )

∑-8pT D@𝑥8[Y − 𝑥(8lT)[Y C + @𝑦8[Y − 𝑦(8lT)[Y C E

For each cell, (𝑥8[Y , 𝑦8[Y ) is the centroid of the circular map of the 𝑖 Y frame (𝜃, 𝑖𝛥𝑡) (Figure 4-2
B). The time lag between frames 𝛥𝑡 is one minute in all our data and analysis. 𝐷𝑅 is an intuitive
and effective metric for quantifying directional bias of cell trajectories (Figure 4-2 F). The choice
of threshold of 𝐷𝑅 is based on observation of large number of cell data. Although the simple
measures can capture the heterogeneity of cell migration, none of them discriminates migrator and
non-migrator (Figure 4-3).
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Figure 4-3. Simple shape measurements of LN229 (A, B, C, and D), NIH3T3 (E, F, G, and H).
(A and E) Cell area. (B and F) Major axis. (C and G) Minor axis. (D and H) Eccentricity.
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We found that the mean square displacement (MSD) (Analysis of Cell Shape and Motion
text) of cell trajectories in the absence of symmetry breaking signaling follows a power law,
𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝑡)~𝐷𝑡 :W , where 𝐷 is the diffusion coefficient and the exponent 𝛼 characterizes the motion,
with 0 < 𝛼 < 1 for sub-diffusion, 𝛼 = 1 for normal diffusion, and 𝛼M > 1 for super-diffusion
(Figure 4-2 G). However, neither 𝐷 nor 𝛼W value can serve as a quantitative concise descriptor of
cell motility pattern (Figure 4-2 G). These findings suggest that highly motile cells and nonmigrators cannot be discriminated easily using diffusivity.
As it has been rigorously proved (185), persistent random walk model (PRW) captures
essential statistical characteristics of cell migration on 2D substrates, we fit the MSD of cell
trajectories with a persistent random walk model:
𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝛥𝑡) = 2𝑃U 𝑆 U Y

[Y
𝛥𝑡
− 1 + 𝑒 l Ÿ Z + 4𝜎 U ( 4-5 )
𝑃

where 𝑃 is the persistent time, and 𝑆 is the cell speed. The PRW model has been shown previously
to describe the migration of fibrosarcoma HT1080 cells (185). For LN229 and NIH3T3 cells, we
found that migrators have greater persistent time 𝑃 and smaller cell speed 𝑆, in comparison with
non-migrators. We understand these differences in 𝑃 and 𝑆 using the stochastic differential
equation for rate of change in cell centroid velocity, v, without any external bias (186):
𝑑𝑣(𝑡) = −𝛽𝑣 (𝑡) + √𝛼𝑑𝑊 (𝑡) ( 4-6 )
where 𝛽 is the decay rate of the velocity, W(t) is the Weiner process with a magnitude 𝛼, from
which the persistent time and cell speed can be derived as 𝑆 = û𝛼/𝛽 and 𝑃 = 1/𝛽.
The implication from comparison between migrators and non-migrators (Figure 4-2 H) is that
migrators have longer persistent time and the non-migrators have greater magnitude of the random
fluctuation in speed (Figure 4-2 I).
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4.4.2 Low dimensional variability of cell shape and cell migration behavior.
Cell migration in the absence of biased stimuli is a result of the intrinsic ability of cells to
change shape, despite the ubiquity across cell types in ability of sensing underlying matrix. To
determine how cells achieve migratory behavior through changing cell shape, we analyzed 2D
shapes represented as circular map 𝛺(𝜃, 𝑡), which provides a shape representation that is typically
favored in describing the dynamic remodeling of cell shape (187).

Figure 4-4. Cell shape variation, modes and amplitudes.
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Migrating cell (A) exhibits larger frequency of cell membrane displacements 𝜇 (𝜃, 𝑡) with bigger
size clustered in biased directions, in comparison to non-migrating cell (B). Axis unit is pixel, with
𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 0.325 𝜇𝑚/𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙. Populational major cell shape modes 𝜂8 of NIH3T3 (C) and
LN229 (D) and the percentage of cell shape variation captured by each of them were obtained
using principal component analysis. Total number of 6 modes can account for 99% of variance of
each population. (Scale bar, 200 𝜇𝑚.) The first two amplitudes 𝛼T and 𝛼U that correspond to
shaped modes 𝜂T and 𝜂U of each frame were obtained using all the live cell imaging data of each
cell type. The joint probability density (JPD) 𝜌(𝛼T , 𝛼U ) of nonmigrators have the joint probability
entries confined in a non-migrating region (NMR) for NIH3T3 (E) and LN229 (G). The JPD of
NIH3T3 migrators (F) has ρ(𝛼T , 𝛼U ) ∉ 𝑁𝑀𝑅 , no overlap with non-migrators (E). LN229
migrators may have JPD 𝜌(𝛼T , 𝛼U )⋂𝑁𝑀𝑅 ≠ ∅, overlapping with non-migrators (H), however
each of the migrators have frames with amplitudes (𝛼T , 𝛼U ) ∉ 𝑁𝑀𝑅.
For each cell, cross each frame, 𝜇 (𝜃, 𝑡) =

¨`(L,Y)
¨Y

captures the membrane deformations

varied in size, quantity and location, including intrinsic noisy fluctuation and possibly cell blebs,
leading edge protrusion and rear edge contraction. All these deformations might be organized into
heterogeneous migration behavior. It is possible to observe patterns of 𝜇(𝜃, 𝑡) that are different for
migrating cells vs. non-migrators. Migrators (Figure 4-4 A) exhibit larger frequency of wider
membrane displacements that are clustered in directions, in comparison with non-migrators
(Figure 4-4 B). The quantity, width and magnitude of directional membrane displacement are all
indicating the underlying characteristics of cell shape variability that differs the cell migration
behavior. This suggested the differences in shape variability during cell migration. However, these
fundamental measures of shape dynamics are not capable of deciphering the underlying
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mechanisms of how cell organizing these cell shape deformations to migratory vs. non-migratory
behaviors.
Quantitative characterization of large population of live cells can be performed to describe
modes of cell shape variability (98). We applied the principal components analysis (PCA) (188)
to the two data sets of cell shapes 𝛺 (𝜃, 𝑡) to extract the major modes +++⃗
𝜂ñ (𝜃) of cell shape (see
details about Cell Shape Modes Analysis.). Within each cell type, 𝛺(𝜃, 𝑡) at any time 𝑡 is treated
as identical, so each frame is a data point. With just six orthogonal modes of shape variation
(Figure 2 C and D) we can describe ~99% of the total shape variability for NIH3T3 and LN229.
Each major mode +++⃗
𝜙ñ (𝜃) is an eigenvector of the low dimensional shape space. For example, the
first mode ++++⃗
𝜙T describes a linear axis that account for the maximum amount of variation, which is
also the direction along which the data spreads out the most. The first mode is scaling, which is
change of the 2D projected cell area. It accounts for 93.3% of the total variation for NIH3T3 and
83.3% for LN229. For each cell type, since the mode 1 is from all the frames, it is a result of cell
size variation and capability of cell expansion/contraction. Shape mode 2 shows four regions of
variation that alternatively contraction or protrusion. Both contractions and protrusions are
diametrically opposed along the cell periphery with width roughly a quarter of cell outline. The
second mode accounts for 4.8% of shape variation of NIH3T3 and 7.8% of LN229, which
contributes to directional cell migration. Shape mode 3-6 are of cell membrane fluctuation of much
smaller size that are capturing much lower percentage of cell shape variation. These modes provide
numerical descriptors of population-wise characterization of cell shape variability.
Cell shape modes provide a low dimensional space such that for each frame of cell imaging
data, there is a corresponding coordinate. Cell circular map 𝛺 (𝜃, 𝑡) can be approximated using
linear combination of these major modes.
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For each cell,
b

𝛺 (𝜃, 𝑡) ≈ ? 𝛼8 (𝑡)+++⃗
𝜙ñ (𝑡)

( 4-7 )

8pT

where 𝛼8 (𝑡) is the amplitude along the axis +++⃗
𝜙ñ at time 𝑡 and 𝐾 is the total number of major modes.
To consider the effect of combined shape variation modes and cell migration behavior, the
amplitudes forms a pair (𝛼8 , 𝛼8 ). Indeed, the joint probability density (JPD) 𝜌(𝛼T , 𝛼U ) shows the
geographical difference between migrators and non-migrators (see details about joint probability
density in Joint probability density.). For non-migrators of both cell types, the corresponding
coordinate (𝛼T , 𝛼U ) are confined in a small area (Figure 4-4 E and G) that is close to origin 𝑂 in
the JPD map, we define it as non-migration region (NMR). It suggests that non-migrator has low
amplitude of shape variation in terms of mode 1 and 2. In contrast, the coordinates of migrators
(Figure 4-4 F) are completely separated from non-migrators for NIH3T3. For the JPD of LN229,
we observed overlapping between coordinates of migrators and non-migrators (Figure 4-4 H).
However, for migrators, although there might be several frames with coordinates overlap with the
NMR, there has to be frames that lie outside (Figure 4-6). This is consistent with the phenomenon
that cell can switch between migratory and non-migratory states. In comparison with resting cells,
migrators are characterized with shape with coordinates beyond the NMR in the JPD, which
correspond to much higher amplitude in mode 𝜙T and 𝜙U . We exhausted the JPD of amplitudes
with the combinations of corresponding major modes (Figure 4-7), the mode 1 and 2 clearest result
which is due to the percentage of variation that are captured.
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Figure 4-5. A. Cells (LN229) with distinct migration behavior. B. Directionality ratio discriminates
migrator, non-migrator and intermittent. C. MSD was fit to 𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝑡) = 𝐷𝑡 : , where 𝐷 is diffusion
coefficient. The parameters 𝐷 and 𝛼 didn’t show consistent trend.
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Figure 4-6. Coordinates (𝛼T , 𝛼U ) of migrators (LN229) that overlapped with NMR. (A, D, J, L, J
N, P, and Q) only show migrator cells. (B, C, E, F, G, H, I, K, M, O, and R) Migrators are
highlighted using blue + markers.
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Figure 4-7. Combinations of amplitudes corresponding to major shape modes that capture lower
percentage of variation, {𝑖, 𝑗} . (𝑎8,F ) Migrator joint probability density 𝜌@𝛼8 , 𝛼F C. @𝑏8,F C NonMigrator.
These results suggest that the PCA of large population cell imaging data provides major
cell shape variation modes, which can project every frame of cell shape to a low dimensional space.
The JPD of their corresponding amplitudes corresponding to the first two major modes forms a
map to segregate migratory vs. non-migratory cell shapes. Remarkably, non-migrating frames of
cells have low amplitudes in mode 1 and 2 that located in an NMR in JPD while migrators always
have frames beyond the NMR. Therefore, we can conclude that migrators are characterized with
higher amplitudes of shape variation in mode 1 and 2, which are overall contraction or expansion
and cell membrane deformation with size of a quarter of the cell periphery.
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4.4.3 Spatiotemporal persistence determines cell migration dynamics.
We demonstrated that the description of cell shape, which is the modes and amplitudes of
deviation from populational mean, captures the connection to cell migration behavior. With the
assumption of equilibrium shape (189), the modes and amplitudes indicate the format and amount
of potential persistence in terms of cell shape deformability. To have more comprehensive
understanding of the shapes of cell migration, we next investigated the spatial and temporal
persistence in the dynamics of shape deformation.

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 4-8. Spatiotemporal correlation analysis of short-term (30 min) cell membrane
displacement.
Cell membrane displacements (1 minute per frame) were measured during 30 minutes of cell
migration. Two-dimensional correlation of 30 minutes migratory (A, B, and C) and non-migratory
(D, E, and F) cell data. 3D mesh plot (A and D), color map (B and E) and contour plot (C and F).
The contour (C and F) lines show the transition between positive and negative correlation.
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The 2D correlation approach is motivated by the presumption that correlation
between adjacent points spatially and temporally. The lack of independence between two
data points 𝜇 (𝜃8 , 𝑡8 ) and 𝜇 (𝜃8 + 𝑟𝛥𝜃, 𝑡8 + 𝑠𝛥𝑡) can be assessed numerically, as in classical
statistics, using the notions of auto-correlation which is defined as the second moment
product.
𝐶J (𝑟𝛥𝜃, 𝑠𝛥𝑡) = 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟@𝜇(𝜃, 𝑡), 𝜇 (𝜃 + 𝑟𝛥𝜃, 𝑡 + 𝑠𝛥𝑡)C ( 4-8 )
rΔθ and sΔt are the spatial and temporal distance (details about spatial-temporal correlation in
Spatial-temporal correlation analysis.). Basically, membrane displacement to the same direction if
there is positive correlation and to opposite directions in the case of negative correlation. To further
investigate how cells spatiotemporally coordinate the shape deformation to contraction and
protrusion and further, migratory vs. non-migratory behavior, we assessed 2D correlation using
short-term (30 minutes) and long-term (10 hours) cell membrane displacement data.
We observed difference in both magnitude and pattern in the 2D correlation of migrator
and non-migrator. Firstly, the migrator has much larger negative and positive correlation
spatiotemporally (Figure 4-8 A, B and C). On the other hand, the migrator has larger areas of
negative or positive correlation comparing with non-migrator (Figure 4-8 D, E and F). Since the
cell shape deformation is directional (inward/outward), positive correlation is indicating local
persistent protrusion or contraction. In the meantime, coordinated protrusion and contraction will
give rise to negative correlation, which is very important for directional migration according to the
previous study(187). Secondly, the non-migrator has more frequent transition between negative
and positive correlation, which is a result of lacking both spatial and temporal persistence. This is
suggesting that non-migrator does not have persistence in forming deformations that are neither
overall expansion/contraction nor protrusion/contraction with large width, which is consistent with
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the low amplitudes corresponding to the major shape variation modes. To the contrary, the
migrator is characterized with two clear regions of positive correlation on the top and bottom of
the correlation map (Figure 4-8 B and C) and a negative correlation region with width roughly 𝜋,
which is the distance between the “front” and “back” of cell along the circular map.
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Figure 4-9. Distinct features of migration behavior.
Cell trajectories (A), directionality ratio (B) and mean square displacement (C) of migrator
(magenta), non-migrator (red) and intermittent (blue) on 2D substrates in absence of asymmetric
signal. Spatiotemporal correlation and contour plots of migrator (D and G), intermittent (E and H)
and non-migrator (F and I). Contour plots (GHI) were obtained from (DEF) to show the transition
between positive (+) and negative (-) correlation. Red arrow indicates spatial scale of negative
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persistence, which is greater than

ô
U

ô

for migrator (G) and less than U for intermittent (H). Blue

arrow highlights the temporal length of negative correlation.
To further study these manifestations, we analyzed the 2D correlation of long-term cell
migration. We use cells with distinct migration behaviors, migrator, non-migrator and intermittent,
to show spatial-temporal signatures of cell migration in terms of shape deformation. First, the
correlation magnitude is not a feature for distinguishing migrator vs. non-migrator due to the
averaging effect of time length. Second, we conclude that the more migratory the cell is, the less
frequent the transition between positive and negative correlation (Figure 4-9 G H and I).

The

temporal length of the persistence provides the time span for a cell being migrator (Figure 4-9 G).
For either the migrator or the intermittent, the width of negative correlation is smaller than
𝜋/2. On the other hand, the migrator cell migrates for 433 minutes and then rests for the rest of
imaging time (Figure 4-9 G), which also provided validation. We also observed that migrator has
persistence with spatial width greater than 𝜋/2. To further test the width threshold of the negative
correlation region, we analyzed data of a cell that went through the process of polarization and
initiation of directional migration. For which the correlation contour (Figure 4-9 G H and I) shows
that the width of negative correlation region increased from 0 to 𝜋. We also verified that the time
span for the cell migrating directionally equals to the temporal length of negative correlation region
that is wider than 𝜋/2. Many other in-detailed events during cell migration could be detected
through spatial-temporal correlation contour plots, for example polarization (Figure 4-10) and
turning (Figure 4-11).
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Figure 4-10. Spatial-temporal correlation detects feature of cell polarization.
A. Spatial-temporal correlation contour plot of cell (index 10 in B), in which boundary of negative
correlation regions forms triangle shape in comparison with migrator (Cell 19 in Figure 4-10 G).
B. Eccentricity of cell 19 and 10. Cell 19 has stable eccentricity through 10 hours. Cell 10
eccentricity increased with fluctuations during the first 400 minutes, which is the polarization
period shown in live cell imaging data.
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Figure 4-11. Turning during migration.
We applied spatial-temporal analysis to simulated cell migration(190). A. Cell migration
trajectories. B. Contour plot of spatial-temporal correlation. Both cells have fluctuations along
boundary of negative region. Contour plot Cell I has an angle comparing to cell II. Theoretical
explanation of directional migration vs. turning. C. Cell with persistent front protrusion (red +,
with size indicated using purple arrows) and back contraction (blue -, size shown with blue arrows)
Vô ô

which resulted in negative correlation in the interval of D U , U E , (consistent with b). D. Cell turning
during directional migration with distance between protrusion and contraction increase by angle 𝜃
ô

(brown). In consequence, negative correlation region is shifted toD U + 𝜃,

Vô
U

+ 𝜃E .
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4.4.4 Equation of motion and deformation
Cell motility is traditionally characterized by cellular level parameters, such as velocity
and directional persistence of the centroid of the cell. The centroid of a cell performing a persistent
random walk can be described as a Langevin equation. We can assume that each bits of the
membrane, called a membrane element, follow a generalized Langevin equation (186):
q

+++⃗ñ 𝑣⃗(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 + 𝛼8q 𝑑𝑊8 (𝑡) ( 4-9 )
𝑑𝑣8 (𝑡) = −𝛽
where the velocity of each cell membrane element 𝑣8 is determined by the resistance to the
element’s motion and the random fluctuations W8 (t) with amplitude 𝛼8 . Given a time series of a
cell, we can fit the motion of every element in this form.
The matrix, 𝐵 = s𝛽8,F t, characterizes the temporal relations of the displacements between
membrane elements: 𝐵(𝑖, 𝑖) < 0 corresponds to contraction of the 𝑖th membrane element, while
𝐵(𝑖, 𝑖 ) > 0 corresponds to an extension; 𝐵 (𝑖, 𝑗) > 0 implies that the 𝑖 th and 𝑗 th membrane
elements move in the same direction, and vice versa. This matrix is the effective interaction
network amongst all membrane elements, including contributions from the cytoskeleton,
membrane tension, myosin contraction, and all other possible sources such as fluid pressure or
flow.
Each cell shape has the coordinate (𝑥T , 𝑥U , … 𝑥b ) in the 𝐾-dimensional orthogonal shape
space Φ : 𝛺(𝜃8 ) = ∑b
FpT 𝑥F (𝑡 )φF (𝜃8 ). Replacing 𝑣8 (𝑡 ) with dΩ(𝜃8 )/𝑑𝑡, we have
q

b

+++⃗ñ ? 𝑑𝑥F (𝑡)𝜑F +
−𝛽
FpT

b

𝛼8q 𝑑𝑊8 (𝑡)

= ? 𝑑 U 𝑥F (𝑡)𝜑F (𝜃8 )
FpT

( 4-10 )
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This equation of motion describes the shape and migration dynamics in terms of the
effective interaction network amongst membrane elements. It connects cell shape dynamics and
migration.
4.5

Discussion
We analyzed quantitatively over a million images of cell morphology to determine if cell

shape can discriminate cell migration behavior. The answer is a clear yes – when projected into
the low dimensional shape space, the migrators and the non-migrators can be segregated in only
the 2D space. Cell migration plays a crucial role in many aspects of physiology, and its misregulation can lead to a variety of pathologies, including inflammatory and vascular diseases, and
cancer metastasis (178, 191-194). Embryonic development depends on effective cell migration,
whose malfunction leads to abnormalities (181, 195). The ability to distinguish a migrator vs. a
non-migrator based on cell morphology alone has important implications in both fundamental
biology and in medical sciences. Further analysis is needed to discriminate between different types
of migrators, e.g. persistent migrators vs. wandering ones.
The shape of cell is known to regulate functional cytoskeletal structure (196), proliferation
(189), differentiation (197), and survival. Conceivably, given enough cell morphology data during
each process, e.g., proliferation, we could use a similar shape analysis to develop a shape space to
discriminate the different stages of proliferation. Another potential application of such shape
analysis is in the exciting new field of partial epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (P-EMT) (198200): while the epithelial and mesenchymal cells show marked differences in both shape and
migration pattern, it would be interesting to investigate if cell shape or migration patterns can help
to discriminate the partial EMT states.
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All cell movements are a manifestation of mechanical work (201), which may entail
changes in shape. The ability of a cell to change shape is crucial for the proper function of many
cellular processes. Cell motility is traditionally characterized by cellular level parameters, such as
velocity and directional persistence, which are determined by the position of centroid of the cell.
Parameters that primarily provide global information about motility-induced cell shape changes,
including simple shape measurements, are insufficient in distinguishing phenotypes of cell
movements, though they can be used to describe cell migration modes. Following the procedure
used by Deuling and Helfrich (202) for basic vesicle shape descriptors, geometrical parameters of
red blood cells (203) are derived with mathematical delineation. The use of spherical harmonics
allows to precisely characterize the cell shape both in static and a dynamic manner allowing to
extract qualitative and quantitative parameters (204) of shape configuration. The limit of these
models in terms of cell movements is due to lack of interactions. Conceptually similar to motor
control in humans and other primates, quantitative, and low-dimensional description of C. elegans
(205) consists small number of hyperparameters.
The discovery that a low dimensional (6-dimensions) space accounts for 99% of all cell
shape variation, for both mouse fibroblast and human glioblastoma cells, is a surprise, for the
simple stereotypical and highly persistent ‘fan’ shape of keratocytes requires 4 dimensions for
93% of the cell-to-cell shape variation, respectively, only four hyperparameters (98). Furthermore,
the remarkable resemblance of the shape spaces between the mouse fibroblast and human
glioblastoma suggests the possibility of a combined common shape space for the two cell lines.
The implication is that, despite the vast genetic and phenotypic differences between the two cell
lines, their morphologies during migration share enough similarities such that the differences are
only reflected in the distributions in the space. This idea is tantalizing: can we use the differences
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in the shape space to further distinguish different cells? Only a large number of morphology data
with different cell lines can answer this question.
The analysis of cell morphology sheds new light on the multiscale coordination of cell
migration. We found that effective cell migration is characterized with long cellular persistence
time and low speed variation, and that persistence of migrators is achieved through spatialtemporal persistence in cell shape deformation. Presently, some of the underlying biophysical and
biochemical processes are better quantified than others. For the generation of cell protrusions, the
critical roles of how cytoskeletal networks generate, transmit and respond to mechanical signals
have been established (206). The contraction, on the other hand has not been fully characterized.
The role of fluid flow remains debatable for cell migration(207, 208). Our approach effectively
lumps all the biophysical and biochemical processes into an effective interaction network between
every pair of the membrane elements. This data-driven model avoids the biases in assumptions for
model building. As stated by Paul A. Weiss in the introduction of The Molecular Control of
Cellular Activity: “Cell life … can never be defined in terms of a static inventory of compounds,
however detailed, but only in terms of their interactions” (209). Cell shape and behavior is a
manifestation of the elementary interactions; complex cell shapes and rich behaviors can emerge
from interactions across different scales. Despite tremendous progress, fundamental gaps remain
between our understanding of individual molecules/structures and our understanding of how they
function collectively to form cellular behavior, which depends on the order of their interactions. It
far exceeds our ability to access the Weiss challenge through reassembling these components into
the types of complex system, behavior of cells or more complex living tissues and organisms. Our
study highlights that the spatial-temporal coordination of these interactions is essential for
understanding the mechanism of cell behavior and shape determination.
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5
5.1

SUMMARY AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

Impact of Dissertation Research

Cell migration is essential in many aspects of biology. Many basic migration processes, including
adhesion, membrane protrusion and tension, cytoskeletal polymerization, and contraction, have
to act in concert to regulate cell migration. At the same time, substrate topography modulates these
processes. In this work, I focused on understanding of cell migration through studying 1)
developing 3D cell migration model; 2) how substrate curvature at micrometer scale regulates cell
motility; 3) how to use cell shape to predict migration behavior.
On the modeling approach side, we have developed an implicit integration method (2.2.1)
and a moving boundary reaction diffusion solver (2.2.2). These methods provide a scheme for
integrating biomechanical and biochemical modeling.
We have developed a 3D single cell migration and implemented on simulating cell
migration on curved substrates with different curvatures. The model has integrated biomechanics
and cell motility signaling. The simulation results show that cell migration is more persistent on
concave surfaces than on convex surfaces. We have further calculated analytically the cell shape
and protrusion force for cells on curved substrates. We have shown that while cells spread out
more on convex surfaces than on concave ones, the protrusion force magnitude in the direction of
migration is larger on concave surfaces than on convex ones. These results (125) offer a novel
biomechanical explanation to substrate curvature regulation of cell migration: geometric
constrains bias the direction of the protrusion force and facilitates persistent migration on concave
surfaces.
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Cell shape has long been used to discern cell phenotypes and states, but the underlying
premise has not been quantitatively tested. Cell shape is determined by the interaction of many
elements such as the cytoskeleton, cell membrane and adhesion to the substrate and other cells.
Cell shape changes during migration. Can we discriminate cell migration patterns from static
images of cell shape? We addressed this question by analyzing a large number of 2D cell
migration images over time. We find that the cell shape variation space is low dimensional, and
migration behavior can be determined by the coordinates of a single cell image in the low
dimensional cell shape space. This is possible because effective cell migration, characterized with
long cellular persistence time, low speed variation, spatial-temporally coordinated protrusion and
contraction, has a different distribution signature in the cell shape-space. Our findings provide a
quantitative underpinning for the general practice of using cell morphology to differentiate cell
phenotype and states.
5.2

Future Outlook
5.2.1 New scheme of cell shape and motility modeling
Consider again the approximation of a cell contour as a polygon, motion of the cell

membrane element at each vertex is determined by many factors, some are mechanical, e.g. forces
arising from membrane tension, osmotic pressure, and focal adhesion, some are dynamical, e.g.
cytoskeletal reorganization, cytosolic flow and viscous drag, yet others may be geometrical, e.g.,
confined space. Without assuming any structure of interactions amongst these factors, we propose
to use an idea of generalized interaction for the motion of each membrane element, for example
Langevin equation, to account for all these factors as effective interactions between membrane
elements. We then discover the structural relationships amongst membrane displacement
measurements within this model. This new scheme will offer a flexible approach to understand
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intracellular biophysical processes and interventions and allow for measurements to be taken a
variable number of times, and at irregular intervals. Essentially, cell will be modeled “only in terms
of their interactions” (209), as in Paul A. Weiss’ introduction of The Molecular Control of Cellular
Activity.
For our cell displacement and contour data, the generalized Langevin equation for the
motion of each membrane element can be given in a format that is similar to persistent random
walk model. A necessary assumption is that the movement of each cell membrane segment has its
own random motion and possible interactions with all other cell membrane segments. The random
motion can be modeled using Wiener process, representing the stochastic noise. The generalized
interaction among cell membrane segments can potentially be fitted using the spatial-temporal
correlation data (in 4.3.5.4).
5.2.2 Multiscale three-dimensional cell modeling
To extend our preliminary 3D cell migration model to develop a multiscale, cell migration
model that integrates cell mechanosensing pathway, cell morphological dynamics, and integrinmediated cell-ECM interaction. A proposed 3D cell model has ingredients including integrin
binding between cell and the ECM forms focal adhesion, initiates cell polarity, and leads to the
signal cascade. The resulting distributions of actin and actomyosin drive the protrusion and
contraction of the cytoskeletal strings, which lead to the motion of cell membrane elements. At the
same time, the actomyosin contractility promotes integrin clustering, which in turn modulates focal
adhesion strength by stabilizing the nascent integrin binding. The forces generated from actin and
actomyosin activities, together with focal adhesion forces and membrane tension, determine cell
morphology and migration. We will adopt a multiscale approach to integrate the detailed
intracellular module and the coarse-grained cell migration model.
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5.2.2.1

Intracellular Module

The intracellular coupling of the chemical and mechanical interactions will be modeled at
a molecular scale. We will simulate the actin polymerization, actin retrograde flow, actin bundle
formation and actomyosin contraction, integrin clustering, and local cell membrane deformation
using the model of MEDYAN (mechanochemical dynamics of active networks, medyan.org (210).
The MEDYAN model, an efficient and scalable computation model for integrated mechanics and
chemical dynamics in 3D, has recently been applied to simulate actin polymerization, alpha-actinin
crosslinking, and myosin contraction, resulting in actomyosin fiber network formation and
stability. In order to model the complex chemical interactions at a microscopic resolution,
MEDYAN uses a stochastic reaction-diffusion scheme based on a 3D, spatially resolved, Gillespie
algorithm (211, 212), where the simulation domain is divided into compartments. Diffusion and
other transport events of chemical species, which could include active transport via molecular
motors or convective transport such as retrograde flow, are modeled as stochastic jumps between
compartments. The mechanics are solved using conjugate gradient energy minimization, similar
to our collagen model. Both the chemical and the mechanical capabilities can be rather easily
expanded to incorporate other stochastic reaction-diffusion dynamics, as well as possible boundary
mechanical conditions. We will further develop MEDYAN (210) to incorporate the mechanical
interaction of cytoskeletal dynamics with a deformable membrane, as was partially implemented
previously (210). We will model the actin-membrane interaction as actin filaments sterically
protrude against the cell membrane, locally deform it, while the membrane provides some
resistance against the bending deformations and an increase of the membrane area. The
counteracting membrane pushing against the filaments slows down polymerization of filament tips
that bear the most force.
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As illustrated in Implicit integration method and Moving boundary reaction diffusion
solver, at each time-step, given the cell membrane element locations and integrin activation (site
and number), we will model the cascade of processes through the mechanosensing pathway using
the intracellular module. The organization or actin and myosin molecules into the super-molecular
mechanical structure will then provide the necessary kinetic parameters for the coarsen-grained
cell migration model. Local actin polymerization gives rise to cytoskeleton string extension rate,
actomyosin contraction corresponds to the cytoskeleton string contraction rate, force between
actin-bundles and membrane correspond is the force between the cytoskeletal string and the
membrane elements. The cell model will calculate the forces on each element, and the element
will move as a consequence of the equation of motion. Cell morphology and trajectory will be the
natural outcome of the motion of all cell membrane elements. The new membrane element
locations will initiate new integrin binding and provide the details for the intracellular module for
next step calculation.
The optimal time-step for the information flow between the molecular and cellular scales
will be determined by the measured cell protrusion dynamics. The time-step should be fine enough
to resolve the cell membrane protrusion correlation timescale. Based on our preliminary analysis
of NIH3T3 fibroblast cell on flat 2D surface, the fastest membrane fluctuation timescale (temporal
correlation of membrane protrusion) is about 3 minutes, as compared to a 30-minute correlation
time for a persistent migrating cell. We expect for a time-step of 30 second to 1 minute would be
sufficient to resolve cell protrusion on a flat surface. We also expect the protrusion timescale to be
smaller on convex surfaces than on a flat surface, and the protrusion timescale to be larger on
concave surfaces.
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We will apply this cell model to first simulate migration on curved substrates. Highresolution molecular measurements of integrin, actin, MLCK, and cell membrane data will be used
to calibrate the intracellular module. The cell protrusion data will be used to fit for the cellsubstrate interaction force as a function of local integrin concentration.
5.3

Challenges and cornerstones in cell modeling
Cell modeling is taking the advantage of adequate understanding of biomolecular

mechanisms, structural characterization of biomolecular mechanisms across the broad spectrum
of scales. Structural modeling of individual biomolecules and their interactions has been rapidly
progressing. However, in terms of the broader picture, the focus is shifting toward multiscale
modeling. Such modeling involves a more dynamic and realistic representation of
the interactomes in vivo, in a crowded cellular environment, as well as membranes and membrane
proteins, and other cellular components. Multiscale modeling of a cell complements computational
approaches to cellular mechanisms based on element-based biomechanics, differential equations,
graph models, and other techniques to model complex biological systems, static of live cell
imaging data, etc. Multiscale modeling along with other computational and experimental
approaches will provide a fundamental understanding of life and lead to important applications to
biology and medicine. A cross section of diverse approaches discussed and implemented in this
work illustrates challenges in current stage of cell modeling. We review the current state-of-theart in these various aspects of multiscale cell modeling, and the prospects of corner-stones for
future developments.
Studies in several related areas are covered: biological networks; automated construction of
three-dimensional cell models using experimental data; modeling of protein complexes; prediction
of non-specific and transient protein interactions; thermodynamic and kinetic effects of crowding;
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cellular membrane modeling; and modeling of chromosomes. However, it might be not possible
or necessary to build a model that integrates all of these while granularity is the challenge when
aiming for developing “simple” model. Results in (177) reveled the cross-scale coordination in
cell shape during cell migration. Local reaction and diffusion should be interacting with large
intracellular structures and cell membrane, which are biologically integrated as a system. On the
other hand, finding appropriate model parameters is not an easy task for most cell model
developers. Choices are either using parameters from literatures, or using reasonable range, or
fitting to some extent. The challenge of quantitativeness in cell modeling has not been directly
addressed, mainly due to lack of time course data and complexity. There enormous proposed
corner-stones of current cell modeling including 1) integration of modeling approaches is already
the trend; 2) Integration of heterogeneous data sources; 3) Integration with other biological
processes; 4) Model standardization.
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